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Over the next few weeks we have a cool lineup of events that 

are a treat for storytellers and filmmakers. This month sees 

the completion of The Smovies 4th Season themed “I Have 

a Dream,” which will crown the winner of the current short 

film competition. The platform, which is supported by VOX 

Cinemas, the New York Film Academy and the US Embassy, 

will award the winner the opportunity to showcase his or her 

1 minute short film across VOX Cinemas, and to attend a film 

scholarship at NYFA in New York. How cool is that?

Another creative competition that comes to a close this 

month is the Short Story Competition that BrandMoxie 

is organizing in collaboration with New York University - 

with support from Tempo. The competition, which invites 

short stories from university students, will culminate with a 

storytelling circle where authors will read their tales to an 

intimate audience. This will be a unique sharing experience 

that pays homage to the great Arabian ‘hakawati’ tradition.

A personal triumph for me, still on the subject of film, is 

the screening of “The Journey” which is a short film I wrote 

and produced in 2012 with the help of funding from the 

Abu Dhabi Film Commission. The film has been touring the 

film festival circuit for the past few years but is now being 

released for public viewing on You Tube. Read about it on 

page 22.

Many of Tempo events are community focused and open to 

the public. If you’re interested in being on our mailing list of 

competitions and events on art, business, culture etc, just 

drop us an email with your details and we’ll loop you in.

In this issue of Tempo you will see a celebration of talent, 

from filmmaker Philip Rachid, to Emirati career woman 

Afra Al Marar, to budding writer S. Raiyyan, all the way to 

groundbreaker Dr Eva Tischer. And as always we have the 

tasty vignettes by our pool of amazing contributors…as well 

as the debut of a column on happiness, by the ebullient 

happiness champion Denise Schnitzer.

In our tradition of shaping positive change we focus in this 

issue on a subject that is very dear to the hearts of our team 

and of many of our readers. This is the need for us to adopt 

and promote more responsible practices in the consumption 

of food. The story, on page 26, focuses on the global 

destruction of resources, both economic and ecological, by 

food wastage. We urge our readers to become educated 

about this important issue and to be proactive in sharing this 

information with family and friends.

Remember, Tempo is about the issues and stories that are 

meaningful to you. We would love to hear from you about 

your projects, your concerns and your aspirations. You can 

write to me personally in the email below and connect with 

us via our website www.feelyourtempo.com and through our 

social media channels.

Be kind, caring and giving.

some months in tempo all we breathe and eat is art 
and creativity - and april is exactly such a month! 

Limited Seats!
ATTENTION:All Business Owners!
The high-impact business readiness workshop is back!

Join the
Are You Business Ready - 
The Business Success Workshop

14th of May 2016 | 10am – 5pm |The MoxieZone: #307, twofour54, 
Park Rotana Complex, Abu Dhabi,UAE

A full day of business focused discussion and business strategy 
making. This workshop will guide you on how to develop your 
own business plan – well organized, competitive, effective, and 
efficiently made to attain greater success in the world of business! 
At the end of the event, you will go home with renewed vigor, a 
clearer mind and sharper vision.

Spaces are limited! AED 3,000 per person 
•  10% off if you sign up a friend 
•  Bonus: You will also get the Branded Stationery Toolkit – a set of 

professionally formatted and personalized business ready 
         documents (worth 15, 000)

For more details, visit www.tamakkan.com/workshop
RSVP at events@brandmoxie.com or Call 02 491 8624

This workshop is brought to you by 



Notes & cYBeRcHatteRliFe HacKs

Enjoy the warm days of spring! Wait, why is 
it still raining? 

Play a prank on my friends! 
It’s April Fools’! 

25%

55%

Visit the beach – this is the perfect 
month for it! Not too cold, not too hot! 

Just bum around and enjoy the weather 
before the blazing heat arrives.

15%

15%

wHAT ARE YOU LOOKING FORwARD TO THIS ApRIL?

TEMpO pOLL OF THE MONTH
By NIloFEr SAFdAr  | NIloFEr_lIght@yAhoo.com

get a wiNNiNg miNDset:
Yes, You caN wiN!

oN “owN YouR success”
I’ve had my vision wrong all this time – I was always looking at “success” 
that I missed what’s more important to my life: “happiness”. Thanks for 
the guidance Sana!

- Fatma Ahmed

oN DeDRa: 
DeseRt magNolia

oN sHutteRBug

mindsets of winners

Have you wondered about what sets winners apart from other people? 
And have you thought about how to nurture a winning mindset in 
yourself? Here are some tips to help you release the winner in you.

Tempo UAE (Group) Tempobeat (Group) Feel Your Tempo (page) @tempoplanet @feelyourtempo

A totally different perspective 
on writing novels: the promise of 
a bi-cultural premise along with 
the family-centered conflict. 
Can’t wait to buy the book!

- Johann Delaway

These days, all of the focus is 
on either Dubai or Abu Dhabi. 
This is a beautiful reminder 
that there are five other 
wonderful Emirates out there 
just waiting to be discovered. 

- Nathalie Cruz
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1. Think big – there is magic in thinking 
big. make your targets larger than life.  
think about something that you would 
like to have or achieve. Now make it 
bigger. don’t think about how you 
are going to achieve it, you just have 
to know that you will achieve it if you 
choose to. 

2. Nothing Is Impossible – there are 
infinite possibilities in this universe. 
We limit ourselves based on our 
circumstances. But what if there was 
nothing that was impossible? years ago 
I wanted to travel to germany to attend 
a workshop. the workshop was just 40 
days away and I had to have the money 
to pay for the fee, the air ticket and for 
my stay in germany. I didn’t have any 
money. But I didn’t let that stop me. 
I started exploring all possibilities.

I had a small business making stuffed 
toys. Unexpectedly I got a huge order. 
the suppliers from whom I would buy 
the raw materials extended two months 
of credit to me and the buyer paid me 
the money up front for the next three 
months of production. After paying off 
the supplier, I had enough money for 
my trip to germany.

“Ask and you shall receive,” is a law of 
the Universe. the Universe rearranges 
itself to give you what you have 
asked for.

3. Never Give Up, Never Give In, 
Never Quit – most people when they 
ask for something judge that they’ve 

failed when it has not shown up by a 
particular time. 

What if you removed time from the 
equation? If time were not the issue 
would you ever fail? you should just 
keep working towards your target 
till you achieve it. henry Ford failed 
and went broke five times before he 
succeeded. 

4. Turn Failures Into Stepping Stones  
What if every so called failure was a 
stepping stone to your success?

As an inventor, thomas Edison 
made 1000 unsuccessful attempts 
at inventing the light bulb. When a 
reporter asked, “how did it feel to fail 
1000 time?” Edison replied, “I didn’t 
fail 1000 times. the light bulb was an 
invention of 1000 steps.”

5. No Competition – you have no 
competition. you are an absolutely 
unique individual with your own unique 
talents and abilities and capacities. 
there is no one out there who is 
exactly the same as you. So no one is 
actually at a level playing field with 
you. you have no competition from 
anyone else in this whole world. the 
only person you can actually compete 
against is you.

6. No Conclusions – most people have 
fixed points of views and conclusions 
about how they are going to reach 
their target. they have already decided 
that this is the only way to do it and if 
they don’t do it this way they will fail.

What if you had no conclusions about 
how you would achieve your target?

I wonder what would it take for me to 
achieve my target? I wonder how many 
different ways are there to achieve my 
target? I wonder what is the easiest, 
most fun way for me to achieve it?

7. Have Fun – do you enjoy what you 
do? don’t make it serious. think of it 
as a game you are playing. What if the 
only purpose of the game was to have 
fun? Are you having any? how much 
fun can I have doing this?

Feel Your Tempo Retro Radio 
Winner: Saikat Saha

CONGRATULATIONS TO THE 
LATEST wINNER OF OUR FEEL 
YOUR TEMpO COMpETITION! 
STAY TUNED AT 
www.FEELYOURTEMpO.COM
AT OUR FACEbOOK pAGE: 
FEEL YOUR TEMpO AND 
GET ENGAGED wITH OUR 
STORIES AND FUN-FILLED 
COMpETITIONS!



tweets FoR tHougHt

 VeRBatim: KeNDa Rae

@tempoplanetDo you have an insightful tweet? Tweet to us: 

Rashed H ALFALAHI 
@RashedbinHarib 

J.K. Rowling
@jk_rowling 

Yoko Ono
@yokoono

Michael Caine 
@themichaelcaine 

Ahmad
@AhmadAltamimii

21
@M7mdbinKalban

Abdullah Al Zaabi
@Abdulla_Alz

My first school 
doesn’t go 
beyond the walls 
of our house.

Author

“Use your 
brain. It’s 
for free.”

And I’d say, the 
world is full of 
wonderful things 
you haven’t seen 
yet. Don’t ever 
give up on the 
chance of seeing 
them.”

London

A Libra. Student at the 
University of Sussex.

“Sometimes, 
something 
happens in order 
to reveal the truth 
behind other 
things.”

“Nothing feels 
better than being 
surrounded by 
people who 
bring nothing but 
positivity & better 
days into our lives.”

29/1 Leave behind you 
a trace that will always 
remind others of you.  

“Any thought that 
fills you with fear is 
something you want 
to drop and come 
back to, looking at 
it from a different 
angle.”

IMAGINE pEACE: Think 
pEACE, Act pEACE, Spread 
pEACE.

“To be beautiful 
means to be 
yourself. You 
do not need to 
be accepted 
by others. You 
need to accept 
yourself.”

“It’s such a nice 
feeling when you 
realize that what 
went wrong wasn’t 
bad at all, it ended 
up doing you more 
good than you 
thought.”

By Tomi AdeTAyo | adetomi_adetayo@hotmail.com

a tHousaND Faces

“creativity is like my therapist, 
spiritual guide and teacher all 
wrapped in one. It heals, inspires 
and helps me to learn more about 
who I am. creating also gives me 
an opportunity to shape the world 
around me. I am striving to live a 
life of purpose and balance. 
All my career paths lead back to 
helping others. 

“As a musician, I have had some 
amazing experiences. I have 
collaborated with pioneers in the 
art scene, such as Whitecube, 
dorian rodgers (Abu dhabi Soul), 
and Sadiece holland (the FlEX). 
I’ve performed my original music 
throughout the region. I’ve also 
had the honour of performing 
with carl and reda mafia at Beats 
on the Beach, and du Arena in 
front of an audience of thousands. 
living here has reinforced the 
importance of having a vision and 
trying. there is much to be gained 
in stepping out on faith and doing 
your best in every situation. 

“As my platform grows, I am 
focused on having something 
useful to share with others. Across 
the planet, people are struggling 
on many levels. It’s important 
for artists to express genuinely 
and give space for those who 
don’t have the same reach. While 
living in Abu dhabi, I have formed 
friendships with individuals from 
different cultures.

these relationships have 
confirmed my belief that we have 
more similarities than differences. 
our individual conditions either 
simulates growth or stagnates 
the people we touch. It serves 
us all when people are treated 
with humanity and given the 
opportunity to shine their light. In 
whatever role I am fulfilling, I want 
to influence others to be stronger, 
wiser, and more inspired.

“currently, I am taking a 
production course and working 
with other local artists to 

complete a music and video 
project. I have so much music and 
poetry that I have written over the 
years that part of me just wants to 
record everything on my phone, 
upload it to Soundcloud, and be 
done with it. But, I know there 
is learning that takes place in 
completing the creative process, 
so I will be patient. 

“I don’t always share my dreams 
in their infancy, but since you’re 
still reading, maybe you can help 
us hold this vision. my husband 
and I want to learn, teach, and 
travel with our children. We will 
document healers form around the 
world and exchange what we have 
learned about wellness and art. I 
think I’ll find that perfect balance 
of family, health, teaching and 
music, if I sing along the way. 

Peace - Kenda rae.”

www.tomiadetayophotography.com

www.feelyourtempo.com6

How can I be a better person? 
A better mother, wife, teacher 
and artist. How can I transmute my 
weaknesses into wisdom? How can 
I use my talents to benefit myself 
and others? These are the questions 
that I constantly ask myself. 

Mechatronics 
engineering. 94

Nicholas Sparks 
@NicholasSparks 

Author and 
producer 

“Just when you 
think it can’t get 
any worse, it can. 
And just when 
you think it can’t 
get any better, 
it can.” 



tReNDiNg oN

Ariana Grande takes the spotlight in this 
humorous video from Sunday Night Live 
(SNL) where she impersonates Rihanna, 
britney, Shakira and more singers!

A quick and dirty recipe on creating the 
mouth-watering fusion of chocolate and 
peanut butter. A word of caution: watch 
your sugar levels! 

wanna learn how to brighten up your 
face in less than 10 minutes? Check out 
how 3-time world champion facialist 
brian Champagne works out his magic!

Youtuber Superwoman recounts how 
she got her driver’s license with this 
funny video! 

Mark Dune basmayor tests the limits 
of the human anatomy with this 
performance he did for the auditions of 
pilipinas Got Talent! 

Ordinary Food Colouring + A Touch of 
Science = An awesome video display of 
dancing colours!

Love art? Try it in the funky fun way! 
Enjoy a full 47-minute video where you 
get to learn a bunch of arts and crafts! 

Train your subconscious to begin with 
a successful mindset! Get tips from this 
video on how to achieve your goals and 
start your road to success.

Animals are territorial by nature so it 
isn’t a wonder why this Ostrich suddenly 
chased these cyclists away from its area!

ariana grande imitating celebrities 
(live on sNl)

instant Facelift with Brian champagne

How i got my Drivers license 
(ft. steve aoki)

mark Dune Basmayor aka Bonebreak Beast 
- contortionist

why Do these liquids look alive?

the Best of Funky crafts with 
crafty carol - compilation 
| arts and crafts with crafty carol

the Power of Your subconscious mind 
to achieve aNY goal 

cyclists chased by an ostrich

is tHeRe a ViDeo tHat maKes You smile, cRY oR cRacK uP?
sHaRe YouR ViDeos tHRougH 
www.FeelYouRtemPo.com oR FaceBooK: Feel YouR temPo
HeRe aRe ViRal ViDeos seNt iN BY temPo ReaDeRs...

Peanut Butter chocolate chip Reese’s 
Bars Recipe

aPRil
ViRal ViDeos

7www.feelyourtempo.com



iNstaFame

Beautiful sunset in dubai
@djkeza
KEZA • DXB • Paris French DJ/Producer based 
in #Dubai.

Finish practice #cats #catsofinstagram 
@ake_arches
Weerakiat Sukarakrit 

don’t grow up too quickly, lest you forgot how 
much you love the beach
@aleeabbas 
Alee |  Dream big, eat well and travel on! 

It’s always sunny above the clouds.
@agelesspassions 
Karen Putz Passion Mentor. #Passion is my 
expertise. Unwrap your passion at any age.

have I told you that rikiki’s guilty pleasure 
is peanuts?
@apredart
Loïc, 27, self taught illustrator 
(in my dreams I can live from it)

Electrifying Evening after the Abu dhabi Storm!
@zubairsaf 
Passionate about Photography!! An Electrical & 
Electronics Engineer and Passionate Photographer.

do yoU KNoW oF ANyoNE  Who hAS cool INStAgrAm PoStS? 
ShArE thEm At WWW.FEElyoUrtEmPo.com or FAcEBooK: FEEl yoUr tEmPo

www.feelyourtempo.com8



GENRE: AdVENtUrE, drAmA, FANtASy
TEMpO pREDICTION:

An orphan boy is raised in the jungle with the help of 
a pack of wolves, a bear, and a black panther.

GOSSIp: this is the first time that Kaa the Snake is 
portrayed as a female, rather than a male as director 
Jon Favreau felt there were too many male characters 
in the Jungle Book (1967).

Directed by: Jon Favreau
Cast: Scarlett Johansson, Idris Elba, lupita Nyong’o

GENRE: ActIoN, AdVENtUrE, drAmA
TEMpO pREDICTION:

As two evil sisters prepare to conquer the land; two 
renegades - Eric the huntsman and his forbidden 
lover, Sara set out to stop them.

GOSSIp: Universal Pictures had originally planned 
to do a “Snow White and the huntsman 2”, but had 
dropped Kristen Stewart from the sequel.

Directed by: cedric Nicolas- troyan
Cast: charlize theron, Emily Blunt, Jessica chastain

now showing this month Tempo’s movie buffs came together and discovered this month’s latest flicks in the Gulf.

For contests, ticket giveaways and freebies, Like & Follow Tempo on Facebook, Twitter & Instagram!

Reviews on the latest films to be featured this month on UAE movies 
screens and at your home on blu-Ray!

By AlEEcE SmIth

iN tHe ciNemas

tempo reviews

mojaVe

tHe juNgle BooK tHe HuNtsmaN: wiNteR’s waR

What if you heard that mark Wahlberg 
was in another thriller from the writer 
of the departed? that is the case with 
mojave! But mark Wahlberg isn’t in a 
significant role. And martin Scorsese 
didn’t direct mojave. And, really, this 
movie shares none of the qualities you 
may have loved about the departed.

At least the movie is aptly named. All the 
important parts of the movie happen in 
a desert that is presumably the mojave. 
the first half hour follows a guy (garrett 
hedlund) who is, by all appearances, an 
all-around cad, into the desert. he meets 
his creepy antagonist (oscar Isaac) in 
the desert. Somebody dies in the desert. 
Some nonsense happens in hollywood. 
then, the big face-off is in the desert. 

Even though movie magic was not 
made here, there are still highlights. For 
viewers unfamiliar with his work, oscar 

Isaac shows some range in a role very different than his Poe from the Force 
Awakens. then there is the writing. William monahan’s pen prevails despite 
William monahan’s direction. So if for no other reason, you can go to listen 
to a cute experiment in a writer getting a little meta with the dialogue as 
characters discuss how story elements should come together. 

catcH it oN Blu-RaY: tHe ReVeNaNt
In the world of Blu-ray, April means the 
revenant is available, along with a chance 
to see what all the Academy buzz was 
about. First impressions: so much gore! 
Not as much gore as a horror movie, but 
a whole lot of gore for a highly acclaimed 
drama. Seriously, with the exception of 
about twenty minutes of this 155-minute 
movie, expect to wear a perma-grimace 
induced by, in alternating fashion, the 
intense and numerous trials faced by hugh 
glass (leonardo dicaprio) or disgust 
for the grizzled fur trader/tracker John 
Fitzgerald (tom hardy).

Based on events in the life of an actual 
hugh glass, the movie runs along a theme 
to which most can relate: vengeance. Well, 
perseverance, too, but mostly vengeance. 
And although Alejandro Iñárritu’s style 
might not be for everyone (including 
yours truly – levitation simply does not do 
much for a story), the writer/director does 
deserve this oscar win. he sets us up with 
humanity at its rawest to weave a tale of 
vengeance motivating people to reveal 

the more depraved qualities in our nature. you don’t necessarily come out of this 
movie wanting to be a better person, but you may find yourself considering the 
questionable righteousness of vengeance.

GENRE: drAmA, thrIllEr
TEMpO pREDICTION:

An Indian superstar becomes an unhealthy obsession 
for a delhi-based fan.

GOSSIp: Shah rukh Khan went to USA for his digital 
3d face scanning for this movie. Also, oscar-winning 
make-up artiste greg cannon developed the Shah 
rukh Khan’s 20-year old look.

Directed by:  maneesh Sharma
Cast: Shah rukh Khan, mariola Jaworska, Joelle Koissi

GENRE:  ActIoN, crImE, drAmA
TEMpO pREDICTION:

the memories & skills of a deceased cIA agent 
are implanted into an unpredictable and 
dangerous convict.

GOSSIp: Nicolas cage turned down a lead role for 
this film.

Directed by: Ariel Vromen
Cast: ryan reynolds, gal gadot, Alice Eve

FaN cRimiNal

9www.feelyourtempo.com
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wORK FROM HOME  
> Fifth Harmony Feat. Ty Dolla $ign

NEw ROMANTICS   
> Taylor Swift

IbIZA  
> Mike posner

COMpANY 
> Justin bieber 

CHEAp THRILLS  
> Sia Feat. Sean paul

HYMN FOR 
THE wEEKEND 
> Coldplay Feat. beyoncé

SOMETHING NEw   
> Zendaya Feat. Chris brown

wILD THINGS   
> Alessia Cara

Lyrics: “I know you’re always on the night 
shift, but I can’t stand these nights alone...”

Lyrics: “We’re so young but we’re on the 
road to ruin, we play dumb but we know 
exactly what we’re doing…”

Lyrics: “You don’t ever wanna step off 
that roller coaster and be all alone, you 
don’t wanna ride the bus like this, never 
knowing who to trust like this…”

Lyrics: “Just wanna have a conversation, 
forget about the obligations, maybe we 
can stay in touch…” 

Lyrics: “I don’t need no money, you’re 
worth more than diamond more than 
gold, as long as I can feel the beat, make 
the beat just take control…”

Lyrics: “Oh, angel sent from up above, you 
know you make my world light up, when I 
was down, when I was hurt, you came to 
lift me up…”

Lyrics: Don’t know your name, but 
I guess I really don’t care, I probably 
should wait…”

Lyrics: “Don’t wanna hang around the in 
crowd, the cool kids aren’t cool to me, 
they’re not cooler than we are…”

1 87 YEARS   
> Lukas Graham

DANGEROUS wOMAN   
> Ariana Grande

Lyrics: “I only see my goals, I don’t believe 
in failure, ‘Cause I know the smallest 
voices. They can make it major...”

Lyrics: “Start what I finished, don’t need 
no hold up, taking control of this kind of 
moment…”

temPo music COMPILED BY VERA ROSALES

toP10
SONGS IN THE UAE

www.feelyourtempo.com10



By VErA roSAlES | @VErAroSAlES

tHe 1975 

you would think that I bought one 
of those time machine types and 
conveniently flopped myself to the 
times of the 80s-90s greats and 
legends (because that is my type 
of music). Well not really; it’s more 
like I recently streamed the latest 
album of the 1975, and it’s driving 
me nuts (and this is a compliment). 

the manchester bred alternative 
rock band took a huge three year 
step from its 2013 release - that’s 
right – and their new piece of work 
differentiates itself from anything 
one would ever hear before. the 

approach is very similar to the 
likes of coldplay and Snow Patrol, 
but the 1975 is definitely on track 
to setting the bar to a whole 
new level of musical eargasm. 
my fellow millennials would have 
to agree with me here once they 
get a chance to listen to this new 
offering from one of the scene’s 
front running acts!

the album contains 19 well-
rounded tracks that complement 
each other, making it a pure 
satisfactory experience for fans 
and music listeners in general alike. 
I would usually run through the 
whole thing with fellow readers, 
although some of the tracks are 
more of transitions than the ‘real’ 
songs themselves. 

Instead, I will list down the top 
three singles that stood out most 
during numerous Feel your tempo 
listening sessions:

Love Me - “Old School 
with a Twist”
the early 90’s inspired song talks 
about how being conceited and 
image hungry can make things 
‘okay’ but not lead to the total 
happiness one seeks. A person 

can get so preoccupied reaching 
success through the wrong ways, 
when it’s more about introspection 
and being content with one’s self.

The Sound - “Mainstream but One 
of A Kind”
A very 80’s reminiscent track that 
will get you boppin’ to the eclectic 
beat and catchy lyrics. released as 
one of the album’s debut singles, 
the song talks about the familiar 
feeling of meeting or being near 
someone from his/her distant past.

This Must be My Dream - “Heartfelt 
and pretentiously Real”
An old school pop rock single that 
reminds you of yearning for that 
special kind of love that you can 
only find and feel in your dreams.

the 1975 have delivered an album 
that’s past sound meshes well with 
the sound of the present. From 
their first album ‘til now, the band 
has mastered the art of adapting 
(do you know they do covers 
that make your jaw just drop in 
awe?)  No wonder they have been 
receiving numerous acclaims. Be 
sure to check out their sophomore 
album, you will not want to miss 
out on it!

alBum sPotligHt

Something happened. 
I got taken back in time 
to a place where I was 
given music with the right 
amount of groove, soul 
and rock. It was not like 
any other, for it had a 
unique factor, in not just 
its lyrics, but its whole 
musical journey. 
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i liKe it wHeN You 
sleeP, FoR You aRe 
so BeautiFul Yet 
so uNawaRe oF it



catch the Project team dJ’s at these spots during the week in Abu dhabi: People by crystal, Sax club, Saadiyat Beach club, the yacht club, Etoiles. 
For more information follow ‘theProjectUAE’ on Facebook, Instagram and Snapchat.

www.feelyourtempo.com12

1. Work hard when you are at 
your youngest. you have the 
most energy and capability to 
do it while you are young. It 
won’t be the same when you 
are old!

2. teamwork. Always surround 
yourself with the right 
people to work with as a 
team who want to see you 
be a successful person. they 
should want to contribute to 
your successful career. 

3. do work that you love and are 
passionate about. 

4. Surround yourself with 
motivated people who also 

want to become successful in 
their own fields. 

5. Spend your money wisely in 
the beginning. 

6. the sky must never the limit. 
Aim for the greatest!

7. Success takes time. 
Be patient.

8. take people’s comments into 
consideration. No one 
is perfect. 

9. Stop talking. take action.

10. last but not the least. 
hAVE FUN! 

Dj saiF
on entrepreneurship
‘Saif and Sound’ is a music multi tasker who 
has successfully mastered the art of being a 
media personality, a radio presenter and a DJ, 
and has recently launched his entrepreneurial 
venture, ‘The Project’. 

Saif recently shared some entrepreneurial 
advice in the most unusual of settings…he 
was stuck in traffic on his way to the radio 
station and used this opportunity to motivate 
young people who follow him on Snapchat. 
(No, he wasn’t the one driving…he always 
advises against the dangers of snapping while 
driving). Rather, he took the short traffic 
break to offer in 10 seconds his advice on how 
to be a successful entrepreneur in whatever 
profession you choose.



music News
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Three years ago, DD Fox was 
a participant in the first ever 
Dubai Music Week. Now, she’s an 
emerging UAE recording artist 
making waves in the region with 
her new single “Crazy World,” 
featuring legendary singer 
Abdullah Balkhair.

By JAE FrANKlIN | @JAEFrANKlIN

DD Fox  
 liFe iN a 
“cRazY woRlD”

on the brink of the success of “crazy 
World,” tempo caught up with the 
beautiful dd Fox to talk about the 
making of her hit song and what is on 
the horizon.

Tempo: can you tell tempo a little 
bit about the journey from your first 
studio experience to now?

DD Fox: my first studio experience 
was really exciting. my parents were a 
little tough, but I still did it. I released 
my debut album at the end of 2012 
across the gcc in Virgin megastores. 
It was ranked #3 under the pop & 
urban genre. While I was performing 
around the city, we got a call saying 
I was nominated to perform at dubai 
music Week when Quincy Jones, 
will.i.am and timbaland were here. 
It was really overwhelming. We had 
a little chat after the show that put 
something more positive in me. I 
remember will.i.am loved my outfit 
and asked where I got it! he told me 
I sounded great and looked great. he 
said I had something special. Quincy 
Jones told me that I am very different 
and there will be that moment when 
it’s the right time. 

Tempo: Everything is about timing. 
how do you keep yourself motivated? 

DD Fox: I have an amazing team that 
I believe in. they believe in me too. 

I’m really hoping for that break where 
I get the chance that people all over 
the world will hear my music. the 
thing about dubai is that there is a lot 
of talent here, but what’s lacking is 
that the industry needs to take notice 
of that talent and give them support. 

Tempo: Speaking of pushing your 
music, you just released your new 
single “crazy World” featuring 
Abdullah Balkhair. how did that 
collaboration happen? 

DD Fox: I wrote this track a few years 
ago, but I didn’t finish it. I thought it 
was incomplete. I met by Abdullah 
by coincidence and I believe it 
was destiny. my management met 
his team by coincidence. When he 
visited us in studio, my producer 
Kevin Bassett played the track. 
Abdullah was open to work on it. 
honestly, when he tried it worked 
like magic. our tones matched. our 
chemistry worked. 

Tempo: how did you grow from 
the experience? 

DD Fox: I don’t think age matters 
with music. Art and music always 
meet at one point. I learned that he 
has an incredible rhythm. the song 
was in English and I observed how he 
handled the language difference. In 
the studio, he said, in Arabic, that we 

all come from one place. It was really, 
really deep and touched me. he’s a 
legend and an amazing person.

Tempo: What made you write 
“crazy World” about today’s state 
of the world? 

DD Fox: What triggered me to write 
it were all the painful tragedies 
around the world. this is the reality. 
We do live in a crazy world. We’re 
not gonna sugar coat it. I don’t see 
any artists recently bringing that up 
or portraying it in music. music is 
the best method to touch people’s 
emotions, especially if the artist is 
singing it with depth and feeling. you 
hope that the message spreads and 
some change will happen. 

Tempo: What’s next for you? 

DD Fox: For now, my dream is to 
perform “crazy World” with Abdullah 
Balkhair in every continent. I think 
every continent deserves to hear it. 
the music video will be out soon on 
youtube and ddFox.com! my friends 
and family call me dreamer because 
I really have so many dreams. But 
ya know, along the way you should 
always keep learning. that is the only 
way we grow. 

DD Foxx and Abdullah Bil Kheir
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PatteRNs oF tHe sea:
textile PRiNtiNg
13 ApRIL

WArEhoUSE 421 - mINA zAyEd Port, 
ABU dhABI 

Artist Khalid mezaina, who is also an alumni 
of the Salama bint hamdan Emerging Artists 
Fellowship (SEAF), spearheads this workshop. 
Participants will learn about the step-by-step 
process of printing on textiles by extracting 
visual elements found in photos of journeys 
through the ocean.

memoRies oF cHilDHooD
6 ApRIL

INStItUtE oF APPlIEd tEchNology 
FEmAlE cAmPUS, dElmA StrEEt

this April, documentary theater Abu dhabi 
is bringing living history to the capital 
for the first time as part of the Abu dhabi 
music & Arts Foundation (AdmAF) Arts 
Festival. memories of childhood will be 
written and performed in both Arabic and 
English by a cast of women, all first and 
second-generation UAE residents.

music oF a NatioN:
cultuRal HaRmoNY
13 ApRIL 

mANArAt Al SAAdIyAt, ABU dhABI

Speakers of this talk will be hE Ahmed Shabib Al 
dhaheri, director general of zayed Bin Sultan Al 
Nahyan charitable and humanitarian Foundation 
and hamad Al Kaabi, Photographer at ministry 
of Foreign Affairs and red crescent Volunteer. 
the talk is organized by the Abu dhabi tourism 
and culture Authority and will be moderated 
by Salama Al Shamsi, Project manager of zayed 
National museum and Abu dhabi tcA.

tom joNes - liVe iN aBu DHaBi
15 ApRIL 

dU ForUm, ABU dhABI

tom Jones, the beloved and celebrated legend 
returns to the capital after last performing here 
almost three years ago. tom’s show promises 
fans a unique look at the vocal power and 
charismatic persona that has kept him at the 
top of his game for over 50 years. come hear 
favourites like delilah and She’s a lady.

tHe little PRiNce
21-22 ApRIL

EmIrAtES PAlAcE  

this is an orchestral concert performance of 
Antoine de Saint-Exupéry’s the little Prince, 
created by Nick lloyd Webber and James d reid. 

the little Prince is one of the most cherished 
stories of all time. Nick lloyd Webber and James 
d reid’s immersive concert version of their new 
musical is set to enthrall and move audiences of 
all ages. 

4tH imPact liVe!
29 ApRIL

Al NASr lEISUrElANd, dUBAI 

4th Impact won the Philippine’s X Factor-style 
tV talent show “It’s Showtime” in 2012 and 
then came in the top eight on Korean music 
contest Superstar K. they also won the World 
championships of Performing Arts contest, 
twice before joining X Factor UK 2015. 
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wHat’s cool thE tAlK oF thE toWN

AbU DHAbI
FESTIVAL 2016

EMIRATES pALACE 

3-
30

 a
PR

il

PeoPle
caleNDaR
sweatHa moNicHeN
Age: 22
Profession: Student 
motto: hope is a good thing, maybe the best of 
things, and no good thing ever dies.
random Funny Quote: Some people just need a 
sympathetic pat …. on the head… with a hammer.

Vertigo, a classic hitchcock film will be shown at 
manarat Al Saadiyat Abu dhabi as part of “the 7th 
Art” film screenings organized by the Abu dhabi 
tourism and culture Authority. All admissions are 
free-of-charge and the films will be subtitled either 
in Arabic or English. 

In a recent poll of international film critics, 
hitchcock’s haunting mystery about obsession and 
desire supplanted cItIzEN KANE as “the greatest 
film ever made”.

mEFcc is the region’s largest pop cultural 
festival, bringing together celebrities, artists, 
music, art and exhibitors from across the 
globe. the mEFcc is the only large-scale 
consumer event for fans of comics, film and 
gaming entertainment and pop culture on 
offer in the middle East.

heralded by the New york times as the 
‘hottest artist on the classical music planet’, 
the worldwide superstar pianist showcases 
his virtuosity with a programme featuring 
tchaikovsky’s Seasons, Bach’s Italian concerto 
and chopin’s Four Scherzos. 

A review of his performance by a leading 
publication stated: ‘his playing was so raptly 
beautiful that one was afraid to breathe for fear 
of missing anything.’ - chicago tribune.

laNg laNg iN Recital
14 aPRil | emiRates Palace

6-
9 

aP
Ri

l 

DISNEY LIVE! MICKEY’S MUSIC FESTIVAL

14
 a

PR
il

SCREENING:
“THE JOURNEY”

MOxIEZONE @ bRANDMOxIE 
OFFICE, #307 TwOFOUR54 
pARK ROTANA COMpLEx, 

AbU DHAbI

tHe gReatest Films eVeR maDe: VeRtigo
3 aPRil | maNaRat al saaDiYat, aBu DHaBi

miDDle east Film 
aND comic coN 2016
7-9 aPRil | DuBai woRlD tRaDe ceNtRe

multi-talented American actor, comedian, writer 
and producer – Kevin hart is making his debut 
show in Abu dhabi as the only stop in the middle 
East for his hugely successful What Now tour

the show kicked off on April 9, 2015 in San 
Antonio, texas and travelled across the U.S. and 
canada smashing ticket sales records across 45 
cities. currently, hart is touring throughout the 
UK and Europe and including many first-time 
destinations in Asia, Australia and South Africa. 

KeViN HaRt’s 
‘wHat Now’ iNteRNatioNal touR
Du aReNa | 1 aPRil 

Tempo UAE (Group) Tempobeat (Group) Feel Your Tempo (page) @tempoplanet @feelyourtempo
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DUbAI wORLD TRADE 
CENTRE ARENA



game HeDz bY bLAKNISS/ @AUDIOANIMATOR | ORIGINAL GAME HEAD FROM ATARI TO xbOx!

Firstly, there’s a short film of the same name based 
on the game. It’s pretty cool! I watched it on Amazon 
Prime. you might be able to find it elsewhere. 

tHe sHoRt Film

New york has been hit with a smallpox plague and 
thrown into chaos. you are part of an elite emergency 
response team that acts as the last line of defense 
against total anarchy. In the short time I’ve played 
though, the story doesn’t really matter because there 
is no campaign in the traditional sense. your goal is 
to conduct various missions but without a story, plot 
line or interesting characters, the backdrop is very 
secondary. But, they do have campaign missions, cut 
scenes and all, however these are blended into the 
multiplayer world rather than separate. could be good, 
maybe not. Again undecided. 

I’m kinda undecided about whether I like the online-
only gameplay (which simply means you must have 
an Internet connection to play). you have to register 
before playing and download a large update (took 
about 33 hours on my internet connection). Even if 
you’re playing solo you still have some contact with 
other players and can join a team of random players to 
conduct missions against bots or real people.

tHe stoRY

oNliNe oNlY

It’s primarily meant for a multiplayer experience, so if 
that’s your thing, then you will love this game. taking 
a cue from counterstrike it’s essentially ‘bad guys’/
marauding looters against the good guys of the 
division. you can play either role, it’s up to you.

I’m still playing through so I might feel differently as 
things progress. But if you like story and characters 
the game will disappoint. If you love multiplayer 
action, jackpot.

It’s a divisive game and many are undecided. I’d wait 
for the price to drop before picking up a copy. I think 
it could flop with people dropping it because there 
just isn’t enough interest. And a cumbersome heads up 
display and settings menu doesn’t help. It could take 
off too - you decide.

multiPlaYeR

You may have read other reviews, 
but here’s my take on the new 
online-only third person shooter, 
The Division.

tHe DiVisioN 
is DiVisiVe

www.feelyourtempo.com16



tecH talK bY SHAHID SAEED / @SHAHIDAASI | TALKER FOR THE NON-TECHIES

Samsung is busy surprising its consumers 
with two new smartphones the galaxy S7 and 
galaxy S7 Edge. Both devices have a polished 
look and come with long lasting battery life 
and microSd card slot. the galaxy S7 Edge 
has a large curved screen and extra navigation 
tools. Both devices carried a 4gB rAm, new 
custom cPU 30% faster, gPU is 64% faster 
than the predecessor model. Both devices are 
fast, powerful and might well become the best 
android phones of 2016 so far.

the triumph of google’s Alphago artificial intelligence 
robot over a top go player for a second time made 
news recently. that’s because the five-game contest is 
seen as a major test of what scientists and engineers 
have achieved in the sphere of AI. Alphago beat lee 
Se-dol who is considered to be a champion go player 
who has won numerous tournaments over a long, 
successful career. In october 2015, Alphago beat 
the European go champion. A computer beat the 
world’s chess champion in 1997, but the game go is 
considered to be far more complex. 

lg has also introduced their new Android 
phone, the lg g5 which they call the first 
phone that’s made for fun. It’s a well-designed 
comfortable phone with many new features 
like add-on accessories through removable 
battery compartment, wide angle lens, 
magnifying zoom in and out, pop-out picture, 
daylight mode and always-on screen. the lg 
g5 is a step towards the modular type phones 
with customized hardware and the benefit of a 
more tailored experience on a single device.  

samsuNg galaxY s7
aND s7 eDge

google ai wiNs secoND go 
game agaiNst toP PlaYeR

lg g5

DoN’t You wisH it was tHat easY?

Increase your revenue, expand your business and connect with your customers.
Call 02 491 8624 and go digital!
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I’m eating a #shawarma

Here’s my shawarma eating 
experience

This is how i eat shawarma

My skills include eating 
a shawarma

Here’s my recipe for 
a shawarma

I like eating a shawarma

Here’s a classic pic of the 
shawarma i ate

This is where I’m eating 
a shawarma
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suPPoRt FoR 
aDHD KiDs: 
eVa tiscHeR aND PoweRKiDs

If you think that Attention 
Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder 
(ADHD) is a short attention 
span condition then you’re 
only skimming the surface. 
There’s a whole complex 
dimension that affects 
both kids and adults says 
Dr. Eva Tischer who has 
dedicted herself to helping 
individuals through a mixture 
of preventive and physical 
treatments. She talks to Tempo 
about her experience and the 
challenges she faces... 

TEMpO: how did you get into 
Adhd therapy?
Eva: I grew up as daughter of parents, 
who - to the best of my recollection 
- permanently, indiscriminately and 
desperately tried losing weight 
with different common diets that 
were always short-term and not 
sustainable. these experiences 
impacted my philosophy on nutrition, 
physical activity and the importance 
of taking personal responsibility 
for one’s health. my life philosophy 
integrates my second occupational 
career as a sports scientist where 
I focus on long-term intervention 
programmes for women struggling 
with overweight, obesity and 
associated chronic diseases. 

TEMpO: how did you come up with 
the concept of “PoWErKIdS”?
Eva: As a mother of two elementary 
grade children I have always been 
highly interested in children´s 
Personal, Social and health 
development (PSh). 

I realised that many kids from age six 
onwards are overweight or obese and 
deficient in motor abilities, because of 
the lack of physical activity. through 
my Sports Science centre in Austria I 
developed programmes in motor and 
social-emotional development as well 
as in healthy nutrition, in collaboration 
with schools and sports associations.
my programme, PoWEr KIdS by 
dr Eva, is a mixture of preventive Dr. Eva Tischer
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health programmes aimed at 6 to 12 
year olds who are overweight and 
obese, and it is also suitable for those 
who have Adhd.

TEMpO: Why do you think 
“PoWErKIdS” is right for the UAE?
Eva: the gcc countries have some of 
the highest rates of type 2 diabetes 
in the world. the UAE ranks second 
and there’s indication that childhood 
obesity rates in UAE are two to 
three times higher than the recently 
published reports. that´s why I 
launched PoWEr KIdS in UAE.

TEMpO: how does PoWEr KIdS work?
Eva: the secret of PoWEr KIdS is 
the focus on each child according 
to his or her unique timing and 
growth pattern. Especially in the 
later childhood years, that is 8 to 12 
years, the child’s perceptual abilities 
become increasingly refined, because 
the sensomotor apparatus works in 
greater harmony. the programme 

is a learning laboratory in which 
children learn through movement, 
by performing activities based on 
principles of child development. 
the activities are customised to the 
child’s individual needs, interests and 
abilities.

TEMpO: how can you spread your 
programme?
Eva: Because my patients need 
holistic long-term health solutions, I 
always worked with doctors, hospitals 
and insurance companies in Austria. 
that´s why I am interested to work 
with the health care community here.  

TEMpO: Where do you run your 
programmes?
Eva: I run PoWErKIdS in Kidoos 
Branches at Abu dhabi mall, dalma 
mall and deerfields mall. you can 
get more information from www.
power-kids.ae and www.facebook.
com/”PoWErKIdS”bydrEva.

1. learning-through-movement 
positively influences social-
emotional development and helps 
children interact with people and 
with their environment.

2. good parenting and the quantity 
and quality of stimulation 
activities determine whether 
children view their world as one 
that they can control or as one 
that controls them.

3. When children feel that they 
have control over their hopes and 
aspirations then they experience 
greater self worth, growth and 
social-emotional balance.

4. children haven’t changed, 
it is the environment that has 
become different.

5. It is important for children 
with Adhd to have tasks and 
responsibilities in their daily lives 
with their families.

6. the more Adhd kids are involved 
in the activities and the results of 
daily tasks and responsibilities, the 
more they will improve.

7. Adhd Kids are good dealing with 
one other person, but they have to 
learn to interact within groups. An 
Adhd child should do activities 
alone or with another child, but 
he or she should also work within 
small groups to learn how to 
become more expressive and work 
within a team.  

8. Interpersonal communication and 
interaction are critical behaviors 
that cannot be replaced. through 
them children develop socio-
cultural values and beliefs, 
creativity, social competence and 
emotional intelligence.

9. Siblings of Adhd kids need the 
same attention as their brother 
or sister.

Dr eva’s top 9 tips for Parents 
who have aDHD children



Are you a style maven? Join ‘‘Tempo UAE’’ Facebook Group. Send us your photo and 
contact details and we can arrange a photoshoot.Blue PRiNt

moHseN al sultaN
AGE: 28 

pROFESSION: TEACHER-MODEL-ACTOR   

NATIONALITY: KUwAITI

FAShIoN StAtEmENt: the beauty of the soul 
reflects on the beauty of elegance; trust the 
beauty of your style and your fashion.

dEScrIBE yoUr PErSoNAl StylE: Attractive, 
beautiful, harmonic, and remarkably uncluttered.  
Kajol, hot, sporty with standout colours.

yoUr FAVoUrItE rEcENt FAShIoN PUrchASE? 
Jeans from Armani and some clothes I picked up 
from louis Vuitton. 

WhAt IS yoUr FAVoUrItE clothES StorE?  
the best places for me are Armani and louis 
Vuitton but I also believe that people have their 
own preferences. Sometimes the beauty of the 
piece and elegance depends on the person 
wearing it. I have the conviction that beauty is 
not a monopoly of any company - it can be found 
every store. you just have to know your own style. 

do yoU thINK thE UAE hAS StylE? here in the 
Emirates we have a beautiful and upscale fashion 
trends that grow by the day. I wish for this to 
continue and to expand into different styles.

ANy FAShIoN PEt PEEVES?
Big sized clothes on small people. I don’t 
fancy seeing exaggerated pieces of clothing – 
everything should just be the right fit. It could be 
a bit loose, but not too loose.
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The Journey is a short film 
featured in 2012 that tells the 
story of a young Ethiopian 
housemaid who’s about to start 
her job at a new country. The 
entire 15 minute film revolves 
around the taxi ride and the 
conversation of Rafiq (the Indian 
taxi driver) and Almas (the 
Ethiopian housemaid) about their 
thoughts and experiences on 
living at a home away from home. 

Since its screening in 2012, the Journey 
has won an award for Special Jury mention 
in the 2012 Abu dhabi Film Festival and 
was selected in Film Festivals from all over 
the world like the Netherlands’s leiden 
International Short Film Experience, 
lebanon’s Beirut International Film 
Festival, and France’s Festival de courts 
métrages de la côte Bleue to name a few. 
you can find the full list below:

the Journey was written by Sana Bagersh, who was also 
executive producer. It stars mylene gomera as Almas and 
Jamal Iqbal as rafiq, and was directed by hana makki. 
the film was produced by Brandmoxie Productions.
Now, for the first time “the Journey” is now available to 
be viewed on youtube! 

SELECTIONS

- leiden International Short Film 
Experience (Netherlands)

- Beirut Intl Film Festival (lebanon)

- malmo Arab Film Festival (Sweden)

- El ojo cojo (Spain)

- Festival de courts métrages de la côte 
Bleue (France)

- cours-dragui-court (France)

- the Northern Wave International Film 
Festival (Iceland)

- 5ème festival Filmer le travail (France)

- canadian labour International Film 
Festival (canada)

 tHe 

jouRNeYcontinues…

Screening of “the Journey”
We’re inviting everyone for a 
public screening of “the Journey” 
happening this 14th of April 2016 
at the moxiezone @ Brandmoxie 
office - #307, twofour54 Park rotana 
complex, Abu dhabi.

to reserve your seat, email 
events@tempoplanet.com with the 
subject: The Journey Screening

INVITATION

Hana Makki, Mylene Gomera and Jamal Iqbal
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“I got a thrill showing ‘The Journey’ to film 
school students in Addis Ababa. They loved 
Mylene’s Almas and completely understood the 
social context.” - Sana Bagersh

the Journey. What can I say about it 
that I haven’t said already? A writer 
that weaves in so much bliss in a 
story. A director that looks at you and 
says “I want your eyes?” A co-actor 
who becomes a dear friend. A team 
of 10 braving the heat by day, the 
cold by night and making something 
special come alive. An audience that 
falls in love with the film each time 
they see it. Award juries that stand up 
and applaud. And all of us wondering, 
is it a dream?

“this little taxi will go a long way”, 
said hana on edit 1 all those years 
ago. I don’t think any of us realized 
how strong! Every part of  

the Journey was filled with emotion. 
From eating multiple sachets of 
peanuts and sandwiches for the 
shots. to me running away with 
the taxi after filming was over, in 
jubilation of not having to drive at 
the speed of that perfect 30 Kph so 
our doP could film us huddled at the 
back with the director and at times 5 
others! the amount of taxi drivers and 
truck drivers and bus drivers I keep 
on being asked to portray even now, 
years later! the overwhelming warmth 
from the production team, who have 
now become close friends.

From a personal point of view it 
was a challenging role for me, to 
play someone 20 years older than I. 
to add depth and sensitivity to my 
cockiness. to adapt my Stanislavski 
to mylene’s meisner - to the point 
where at one point of time we fought 
like cats and dogs, and hana had 
to intervene and play mommy! And 
fun times, when we would surprise 

everyone with the perfect shot, only 
to be told by the crew that we had to 
have a retake, because a dune Buggy 
was blaring music in the background!

the Journey, is truly an important 
institution in the field of independent 
filmmaking in the region. I keep on 
wishing Sana would write a sequel, 
and we would come together, and 
film one more! And we would promise 
her to make her act in this one as well. 

But jokes apart, and more 
importantly, as it ended, rafiq said 
not just to Almas but to the world – 
“don’t forget your dreams!” 

I’d like to end with a haiku:

time met dunes.
humans touched diamond friends.
Journey Still.

- Jamal H. Iqbal aka “Mr. Rafiq” 

I believe that a good story writes 
itself. When I wrote the Journey a few 
years ago I was inspired by the plight 
of housemaids who travel abroad, 
and the adjustment difficulties they 
face. this story reflects the feeling of 
dislocation and loss of home, Almas, 
an Ethiopian housemaid, along with 
the aspirations that sustain her.  

For some housemaids travelling 
to another country to work is the 
goal, while for many it is merely one 
stop on a journey to a better life, 

whether that involves going back 
home to start a business, or whether 
it is to transit to another country. 
What we don’t realize is often many 
housemaids are educated and have 
worked as professionals in their home 
countries. yet they make the decision 
to work abroad as a house servant 
because it can be more financially 
rewarding.

this story also captures the 
experience of the Indian driver, rafiq 
(‘guide’ in Arabic). the driver relates 

his own ‘journey’ coming to the UAE, 
and what he has gained and lost on 
the way. the film plays on the double 
entendre on the word ‘journey’ which 
is the trip from Abu dhabi airport to 
liwa, but also the ‘journey’ of life: 
how the experience of emigration 
affects rafiq and Almas.  

After writing the short story, I was 
fortunate to have the opportunity to 
transform it into a short film, with full 
funding for production. I was lucky to 
get hana makki to direct the movie, 

and to have Jamal Iqbal and mylene 
gomera breathe life into the roles of 
rafiq and Almas. Incidentally, I have 
a cameo appearance at the very 
end - yes, a là hitchcock.

I hope you enjoy the film.

saNa BageRsH:

“tHe stoRY BeHiND  
   tHe Film”

jamal iQBal aka “RaFiQ”

“mY tHougHts oN  
   tHe jouRNeY”

Jamal Iqbal

Sana Bagersh and Hana Makki

Watch it here!





Nacho:
researcher Adriana orr traced the 
origin of the dish nacho to its creator 
Ignacio Anaya, the chef at the old 
‘Victory club’ in a small mexican town 
across the border from texas. he was 
the person, who assembled the first 
nachos for a bunch of texan ladies on 
a shopping trip in the 1940s. Nacho 
is a diminutive form of Ignacio – the 
inventor of the dish!

peach Melba:
Peach melba was created by the famed 
French chef Auguste Escoffier for his 
friend Australian opera singer named 
Nellie melba. the singer often ate 
at his restaurants while performing 
in covent garden during the late 
1890s and early 1900s. Nellie sent 
Escoffier tickets for her performance 
in a Wagner opera which featured a 
beautiful boat in the shape of a swan. 
the next evening the chef presented 

tHe ePicuReaN bY LANA NASEER | INSTAGRAM: @14N4N

We all love a good sandwich, 
full of great ingredients that 
marry well between two 
perfectly toasted slices of 
bread. But have you ever 
stopped to think about 
the word ‘sandwich’? The 
sandwich was born in London 
during the very late hours one 
day in 1762 when an English 
nobleman, John Montagu 
(1718-1792), the Fourth Earl 
of Sandwich, was too busy 
playing cards to stop for a 
meal. Legend has it that he 
ordered the waiter to bring 
him roast beef between two 
slices of bread and that’s how 
the sandwich came about. 
He apparently had the meat 
put on slices of bread so 
he wouldn’t get his fingers 
greasy while he was playing 
cards. Below are a few of my 
favourite food word origins:

Nellie with a dessert of fresh peaches 
served over vanilla ice cream in a silver 
dish perched atop a swan carved from 
ice. It was originally called ‘peach 
with a swan’ but after he opened the 
ritz carlton in london, he changed 
it slightly by adding a topping of 
sweetened raspberry puree…and he 
renamed the dish ‘Peach melba’. 

Cheesecake:
Although the classic cheesecake is 
named after New york, it was actually 
the Ancient greeks, who first created 
the cheesecake on the greek island 
of Samos. the writer Athenaeus 
was credited for writing the first 
greek cheesecake recipe in 230 A.d 
even though the greeks had been 
serving cheesecake for over 2,000 
years. they pounded cheese until it 

becomes pasty, added honey and 
wheat flour and then baked the cake. 
they cooled the cake before serving 
it. When the romans invaded greece, 
the cheesecake recipe was one of the 
spoils of war, though it was modified 
and added crushed cheese and eggs.

Fish and Chips:
Although we all know it as a humble 
British classic, fish and chips claim 
their origins in Portugal, France and 
Belgium in the 17th century. It wasn’t 
until the 19th century that both 
lancashire and london were the first 
to present the two as a combination. 
mr. lees sold fish and chips from a 
wooden hut in the market, which he 
turned into a permanent shop with a 
sign that said: “this is the first fish and 
chip shop in the world!”

Fortune Cookie:
Just like chop suey, the fortune cookie 
although served at the end of a 
chinese meal, is purely an American 
invention. these cookies originated 
in california, but the identity of the 
inventor elicits great debate. Some 
claim it was david Jung, a chinese 
immigrant living in los Angeles, 
who gave out free meals to the poor 
and made sure each cookie had an 
inspirational message from the Bible. 
others claim it was invented by a 
Japanese immigrant living in San 
Francisco who gave the cookies out 
to those who stood by him during his 
times of hardship. 
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FuN FooD 
Facts



Most conversations 
about food are in 
relation to overeating 
and expanding 
waistbands. But as 
much harm as we are 
doing to ourselves 
when we overeat, we 
are doing significantly 
more damage to the 
environment when 
we throw our food 
away. Learn about this 
serious issue and take 
action. The first step 
is to educate yourself 
and here Tempo 
shares the problem 
and a viable solution. 
Get involved. Act now!

tHe PlaNetaRiaNs

BY jaFFaR maHmouD

stoP
FooD
waste

THE pRObLEM:
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the issue of people starving while 
others are tossing away happy meals 
is nothing new.  If someone asked you, 
“why shouldn’t we waste food?” you may 
instinctively respond “it’s wrong for us to 
throw away food when there are others 
who are starving”. According to tristram 
Stuart, author of Waste: Uncovering the 
global Food Scandal, “There are nearly 
a billion malnourished people in the 
world, but all of them could be lifted 
out of hunger with less than a quarter 
of the food wasted in Europe and North 
America.” Indeed, the fact that others 
are starving while many of us are wasting 
fresh fruits and vegetables is nothing 
short of criminal, but it’s only one part 
of a worldwide environmental and 
economic food crisis. 

Every time you throw away an apple, 
you may as well flush away 4.5 buckets 
of water, according to Averda Waste 
Management, because that’s how 
much water was used to grow the 
apple. In a region that is plagued with 
water scarcity, these habits are entirely 
unsustainable.  In general, food waste is 
extremely harmful to the environment. A 
2013 report by the Food and Agricultural 
organization (FAo) of the United 
Nations estimates that a third of all 
food produced in the world for human 
consumption is wasted. To put that in 
perspective, that is approximately 1.4 
billion hectares of land – or 28 percent 

of the world’s agricultural basically being 
used to produce organic waste! the 
amount of total water wasted is the same 
as the annual discharge of the Volga 
river, the longest river in Europe. The 
report went on to say that “the carbon 
footprint of food produced and not 
eaten is estimated to be 3.3 Gtonnes of 
CO2 equivalent: as such, food wastage 
ranks as the third top emitter after USA 
and China”. So when we waste our food, 
not only is it a missed opportunity to 
help others, but we are also degrading 
the very environment that allowed us to 
cultivate the food in the first place. 

If the moral/environmental reasons 
weren’t good enough for you, then 
perhaps some economic evidence 
might grab your attention. Based on 
UN data, in the UAE, 3.27 million tonnes 
of food is wasted every year, which 
amounts to a staggering AEd 13 billion, 
estimates massar Solutions- a supply 
chain distribution company. More than 

half a million AED of that loss could 

be conserved just by ensuring that 

better logistics were put in place when 

transferring food from place to place. 

This is money that could be put to better 

use in education, health, and other key 

governmental services. In the UAE we 
may love our food, but we also love our 
money, and that is exactly where food 
wastage is hitting us.

According to a 2015 study performed 
by Bee’ah, an integrated environment 
and waste management company 
headquartered in the Emirate of Sharjah, 
half of all household waste in the UAE 
is food. much of this is due to the fact 
that when it comes to proper hospitality, 
a good meal is the main component. 
So you are going to have a lot of food, 
and as a consequence, a lot of waste. In 
fact, you will find the greatest amount 
of food waste present during times of 
joy and merriment. According to the 
Dubai municipality, during Ramadan 
the amount of total food waste jumps 
up from 38% to 55%. Director-General 
of Dubai Municipality Hussain Nasser 
Lootah singled out Ramadan tents, Iftar 
distribution centers and wedding events 
when discussing the critical issue of 
managing food waste.  

overconsumption and a wasteful 
mindset can have repercussions all over 
the world. When you toss away your 
food, you’re not just throwing away 
scraps, you’re also impacting the word 
on an environmental and economic level. 
Because we are not able to visualize the 
immediate impact of our actions, we are 
too comfortable with bad habits. this 
makes it increasingly more critical that 
we educate people around us and create 
methods by which we can lower excess 
food waste.   

TEMpO 

CAMpAIGN



Join Tempo’s 
campaign against 
food waste! Share 
this article with your 
family and friends.

THE SOLUTION:
do not despair! despite the harmful 
social, economical, and environmental 
consequences of food wastage, there are 
a number of easy solutions that can help 
to reduce wastage.

First, it’s important to understand how 
food wastage occurs. clearly, not all food 
is wasted at home. From the moment 
that the food is harvested and sent on 
its course to our refrigerators, food 
loss begins. So the starting point is the 
food supply chain, and since the UAE 
is the 15th largest importer of food in 
the world according to the World trade 
organization (Wto), we need to look at 
the world as a whole in order reduce this 
problem. 

According to the FAo, one of the major 
fronts for reducing food wastage is 
developing better food harvest, storage, 
processing, transport and retailing 
processes. Factors that contribute to 
food loss during harvest are due to 
harvesting at bad times, poor conditions, 
or using ineffective methods and 
technology. Also, in hot climates, one 
of the key issues is storage and cooling, 
which if not executed well can diminish 
food quality or make it entirely unsafe 
to eat. Investment in better technology 
and educating farmers on best practice 
methods will also help in staving off 
food loss.

many simple and small investments 
like improved rice-storage bags in the 
Phillippines have helped cut losses of 
the grain by 15%. Also, the use of solar 
dryers in South Africa have helped to 
extend the shelf life of fruits and certain 
vegetables, thus reducing post-harvest 
losses. During the retailing process, 
about 20-40% of fresh organic foods are 

disposed of simply because they do not 
meet cosmetic standards. this is a self-
perpetuating issue, because as people 
are less exposed to “weirdly” shaped 
fruit/vegetables they develop very 
narrow standards of what a purportedly 
healthy fruit/vegetable looks like.

As someone who has grown my own 
fruits and vegetables, I’ve come to 
realize that the shape of a fruit has 
little correlation with whether or not 
it’s suitable for consumption, thus it’s 
imperative that we break out of the 
custom of only eating “pretty” fruit and 
end needless waste. By re-evaluating 
common methods of harvesting, storage, 
and fruit selection, already we can begin 
to combat excess food wastage.  

Communication in the food supply 
chain also serves a great value. This 
can be on a macro-scale with suppliers 
communicating with retailers, or on 
a micro-scale with parents speaking 
to their children. For instance, just 
like a mother may ensure that all her 
kids are attending a dinner before 
preparing a large meal, a supermarket 
downsizing its products may inform 
farmers beforehand, thus giving the 
farmers an opportunity to find other 
markets to sell their product. Bridging 
small communication gaps such as 
this will facilitate supplier’s ability 
to minimize losses and allow for the 
maximum number of markets to stock 
their shelves. 

On the home front, there’s a lot more 
work to be done. In the UAE, the average 
amount of food wasted per person is 
roughly 350 kilograms. According to 
the FOA we can reduce the amount 
of waster per household by 150 kg via 

composting through local collection 
authorities. In fact, in Abu dhabi we have 
a compost plant, which in 2011 created 
30,000 tonnes of compost for farmers, 
from 100,000 tonnes of green waste.

Dubai’s Al Qasr hotel has managed 
to expedite the composting method 
by using a special Japanese method 
called Bokashi, which uses a special 
type of bacteria that breaks down fruit 
and vegetable scraps at a faster rate. 
composting is a huge benefit because 
it limits the amount of food that goes 
into landfills, because rotten food is a 
large producer of methane, which is a 
particularly harmful greenhouse gas.  

In order to minimize the impact of 
increased food waste during ramadan 
feasting, the dubai municipality has been 
coordinating with the department of 
Islamic Affairs and charitable Activities, 
along with other charity groups to 
collect left over food from large hotel 
and functions, and then distribute them 
to those who are in need. the program 
started in 2008 and is called hifz Al- 
Ni’am. Since its beginning, the program 
has succeeded in benefit thousands 
of people. 

Food conservation is a moral issue, an 
economic issue, and an environmental 
issue. As easy as it is to throw away old 
food, or over-prepare and toss away the 
scraps, it’s critical that we take measures 
to reduce wastage. At the end of the day, 
if we don’t start with making changes at 
home, then we are never going to have 
the motivation and spirit to inspire an 
entire nation to change. 
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Food conservation is a moral 
issue, an economic issue, and an 
environmental issue. As easy as 
it is to throw away old food, or 
over-prepare and toss away the 
scraps, it’s critical that we take 
measures to reduce wastage.



by SHAHID SAEEDPHototRiPPiNg

coastal citYscaPes
maNagiNg exPosuRe aND sHutteR sPeeDs
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In cityscape or landscape photography, 
aperture is used more compared to 
shutter speed, because depth of field 
can only be calibrated using correct 
aperture to achieve back to front 
sharpness. But when we are heading 
towards the coast, the shutter speed 
should also be given consideration 
because it controls the amount of blur 
or motion we capture in the sea water 
movements. this reflects the look of 
final image. 

the Shutter speed you choose depends 
on the scene type in your composition 
and the effect you have in your mind. 
let’s say if you want to create drama 
with large waves hitting the stones. For 
this you will look for the higher shutter 

speed (1/500sec to 1/2000sec) to 
freeze the water movement which also 
depends upon the height of the waves.

Now let’s talk about a cityscape 
through coastal view, especially in low 
light condition where you also like to 
use the minimum possible ISo; say 
50. most important for such shot is 
that you must carry a sturdy tripod to 
avoid any camera shaking. you need 
that long exposure because you want 
to smoothen the water, reflect the 
lights and buildings in proper exposed 
lengths. don’t just depend on one 
setting, try different options until you 
get what you are looking for; your 
dSlr is capable of providing you with 
endless possibilities.

LOCATION: Abu Dhabi Marina 
Camera: Canon EOS 5D Mark III
Lens: 24-105mm f/4L IS USM
Focal Length: 85mm
F-stop: 11
ISO: 50
Shutter Speed: 30 seconds

(1/5 seconds) (30 seconds)



AbU DHAbI pHOTOGRApHERSsHutteRBug

AdP hosted a photography trip to Al Ain zoo with about 27 
members experiencing the wildlife photography. members 
enjoyed visiting the place and photographing the wild animals. 

Al Ain zoo was founded in 1968, providing entertainment and 
learning experiences in a natural outdoor environment. today 
visitors enjoy the fun and adventure, and explore the zoo’s 
collection of over 4,000 animals. Since its founding, Al Ain zoo 
has been a centre for endangered species conservation, most 
notably with the successful breeding of desert antelopes and 
gazelles, such as the endangered Arabian oryx.
ABoUt: Abu dhabi Photographers is a group of photography 
enthusiasts who meet regularly to capture beautiful shots and 
to share knowledge and experiences.  the group is managed 
by Brandmoxie.

tHe cHalleNge: 

al aiN zoo (wilDliFe PHotogRaPHY)

THE GROUp:  AbU DHAbI pHOTOGRApHERS
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celeBRatiNg
tHe uae’s YeaR oF ReaDiNg witH temPo’s 
oNliNe RecommeNDatioNs

this website delivers that feeling of being connected to the authors 
you’ve learned to love. Aside from publishing book reviews and feature 
articles, Full Stop has published more than 30 in-depth, no-holds barred 
interviews with authors from all over the world. Full Stop allows the 
visitors to get to know about the thoughts of their authors through 
hard-hitting questions on anything from the idea for the book to 
personal questions about their families.

http://www.full-stop.net/

While this next website isn’t about reading at all, readers manage to 
step into the minds of the authors who share the kinds of music they 
played as they wrote their favourite books! Authors like carl Wilson, 
Jami Attenberg, Kate christensen, tupelo hassman, Peter Straub 
among others share the music playlist that inspired them to write 
their novels. they say creative influence whether painting, writing or 
anything involving the arts often comes from music - this website is a 
delightful testament to that.

http://www.largeheartedboy.com/blog/archive/book_notes_2012/

LARGE HEARTED bOY’S

“bOOK NOTES”

As the title suggests – it’s the whole shebang, as the website neatly divides 
all genres as a hub for readers to choose whichever genre they feel like 
reading. Each category supplies the reader not just with books, but with 
related articles published by their team of writers as well. What makes this 
site great is that they make it a point to donate part of their profits to their 
selected charitable organization: First Book, 
an institution that has been providing new books to children in need since 
1992. talk about paying it forward!

http://bookriot.com

bOOK RIOT

Nothing comes more straightforward than our first website 
recommendation: Electric literature’s recommended reading. this 
site is spawned from tumblr – a favoured blog / photo hosting site by 
today’s millennials which makes it a whole lot easier to follow. What 
caught the tempo team’s eye is its simple layout with an equally simple 
premise: present an excerpt from a book that’s soon to be launched as 
a weekly feed along with a direct link to buy it if the reader gets hooked 
on the story!

http://recommendedreading.tumblr.com

ELECTRIC LITERATURE

FULL STOp

Digital juice
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s. RaiYYaN: 
a New aDVeNtuRe iN wRitiNg

This is officially the 
Year of Reading, 
and in the spirit of 
celebrating readers, 
publishers, and 
authors we bring you 
S. Raiyyan, a new 
author who has just 
launched her second 
book!  Raiyann’s new 
book “Noor and The 
Prized Pennies” is an 
inspirational medley 
of stories for children. 
Here she tells Tempo 
how it came about…

TEMpO: tell us about “Noor and the 
Prized Pennies”.

S. Raiyyan: this is my second book and 
it consists of two stories: Noor, and also 
the Prized Pennies, which take place in 
different parts of the world. Noor was 
inspired by the deserts of the middle 
East… I’ve always loved the name and 
couldn’t think of a better suited name 
for the “shero” of my book. 

the Prized Pennies is about the 
rewards of kindness. I have a soft spot 
for genuine acts of kindness no matter 
how little. the story is about a poor 
little boy growing up with his mother 
in a mystical land where wizards and 
faeries exist. An act of kindness to a 
total stranger changes their lives for 
the better.

my first book was “Betsy gets her 
Wings” and it was about a caterpillar 
who takes a long time to become a 
butterfly. She’s left behind when all her 
friends grow wings and leave home to 
explore the world but finds solace in a 
friendship with an older butterfly called 
cindy whose wings are too weak to fly. 

TEMpO: how would you describe the 
person behind your nom de plume “S 
raiyyan”?

S. Raiyyan: I’m still trying to figure 

that out myself. All I can say is that 
it has been a long road of self-

discovery. As one who’s always up for 
a great adventure I’m learning from 
the circumstances and people that I 
encounter every day. however, I can 
say for sure that I’m an eternal optimist 
with a load of fine crazy ideas, and a 
dreamer who believes that there is still 
good out there.

TEMpO: how did you discover your love 
for writing? 

S. Raiyyan: I’ve always been a reader 
and never actually thought about 
writing until my junior year in college. 
I submitted a paper based on randy 
Pausch’s “the last lecture” which was 
about living one’s own dreams. my 
professor who was then taking me for 
physical chemistry called me into her 
office. She handed me my paper with a 
large A in red, asked what I was doing 
in her class, and told me that I should 
be focused on writing. She saw in me 
something I’d never seen in myself. 

I had never actually studied writing, 
it’s always been a hobby - and still is. 
I’ve been writing since Junior high or 
Elementary School. they were mostly 
short and uncompleted [laughs] stories 
that I would begin but never end.

TEMpO: Which writers inspire you?

S. Raiyyan: I’d say chinua Achebe, 
chimamanda Ngozi, charles dickens, 
roald dahl, Enid Blyton, J.r.r. tolkien, 

Paulo coelho, J.K. rowling and most 
recently, Khalid Al Ameri who is a local 
blogger from the UAE. 

TEMpO: And what are your next plans?

S. Raiyyan: to have an animation made 
based out of one of my works. that’s 
one of my dreams. But I’m always 
working on one thing or the other, so 
be prepared to be surprised.

TEMpO: do you have any advice to 
new writers?

S. Raiyyan: there’s a story in everyone 
that’s just begging to be told. tell it.

Twitter: @sraiyyan | Fb: Raiyn



liBRaRiaNs louNgetemPo talKs BooKs
By VANESSA mIddlEtoNBy SANA AShrAF | @SANAAlIKESPIE

tRiggeR waRNiNg

the first thing that comes to mind when you think of giving your bookworm 
friend a gift is books. While that is an excellent gift, if you break away from 
that mindset you can get perfect gifts and accessories that will make your 
friend enjoy their beloved pastime even more!

“What we read as adults 
should be read, I think, 
with no warnings or alerts 
beyond, perhaps: enter at 
your own risk.”

Make reading fun with a cool gift!
by Neil Gaiman

trigger Warning is a compilation of 
24 short stories and poems creatively 
written by Neil gaiman with the 
expansiveness that makes one wonder 
how it was all written by one mind. 

these are dark and humorous tales. 
gaiman presents each story with an 
introduction that reveals what inspired 
him to write it. Each introduction offers 
the reader a sense of intimacy and a 
personal connection, allowing one to 
take a stroll inside gaiman’s mind. the 
authenticity in his writing, along with 
the structure and the ideas behind 
the stories themselves are testament 
to gaiman’s position in the world of 
literature.  

this book will be enjoyed by those 
craving freshness. the stories may 
sound like adventures, and just that, 
but they are more than adventures. 
they are written like protracted 
poems, where every paragraph, as in 
every stanza in a poem, is crucial. In 
many ways, they are each lessons. In 
another sense, they are a reflection of 

gaiman himself. Even though this is 
not an autobiography, one cannot 
help but assume they come from a 
certain warmth within. 

I was totally captivated by the 
preface, which is a rare thing to find 
in books. however, I do suggest 
skipping the introductions to the 
stories, in order to keep the sense 
of mystery whilst reading, and then 
coming back to the introduction to 
be blown away by the events that 
inspired each story. A few familiar 
names are introduced throughout, 
such as Sherlock holmes and doctor 
Who. As I read the stories, I felt 
entertained, and experienced both 
chuckles and chills. these days with 
time becoming more and more 
precious, it does one good to relax 
and read and to feel the emotions of 
the characters.

this book is well crafted and 
shatters preconceived assumptions 
about fiction. one of the stories 
which resonated with me is inspired 
by a Scottish legend, a gold mine 
in the mountains, and the journey 
it takes to cross it. It is a tale of 
friendship and trust – the bonds we 
choose to form and the ones we 
choose to cut. As such, we learn. We 
learn from the experiences that the 
characters, real or fiction, with all of 
the diversity they offer.    

toP FiVe giFts FoR BooK loVeRs

Tempo UAE (Group) Tempobeat (Group) Feel Your Tempo (page) @tempoplanet @feelyourtempo
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1. Finex Finger pointer bookmark: 
this is perfect for the readers that 
forget at what paragraph/section of 
the book they stopped reading.

2. ‘paperback’ Cologne - 

The Library of Fragrance: Now we 
also have a cologne that emulates 
the fragrance of paperback! 
Amazing isn’t it?

3. personalized Mini book Charm 

bracelet/Necklace: delight your  

bookworm friend by getting them a 
set of these cool bookish charms!

4. Candle Scent of Old books: Who 
doesn’t love the smell of old books? 
Even e-book readers can now enjoy 
the smell with this eccentric candle!

5. Library Coaster Set: 
All bookworms love to drink 
something along with what they’re 
reading. this coaster set is a lovely 
reminder of library memories. 



FlasH FictioN
FlASh FIctIoN IS A StylE oF lItErAtUrE chArActErIzEd By BrEVIty; 
WIth thE StANdArd BEINg A Story oF UNdEr 1000 WordS. 
SENd US yoUr StorIES to: editorial@tempoplanet.com

Reem: grandma! grandma! 
that man just stole from our shop, 
he ran away!

Hussa: tsk, tsk, these people. No 
one can stop them, back when I was 
little we had Bu ras, he protected 
us from people like that, but not 
anymore.

Reem: Why grandma? Where did 
Bu ras go?

Hussa: they called him an ugly beast 
and told him to never come back to 
the souq again. No one has seem Bu 
ras in over 60 years.

Reem: he didn’t apologize? that is 
rude! I will find Bu ras, I will tell him 
we need him. he will come back I 
know he will.

Hussa: I wish my dear, we need him 
more than ever.

reem went searching for him in 
every corner of the souq but there 
was no sign of him. 

Frustrated, reem spoke out loud, “It 
is your fault adults. you didn’t trust 
him, and now he’s gone.”

then, she heard a voice calling her 

from a dark corner.

Reem: “hello, is anyone there?

bu Ras: “Stop, there, I don’t want you 
to see me reem.”

Reem: “Who is there? how do you 
know my name?”

bu Ras: I’ve watched you grow 
up in the souq, you are hussa’s 
granddaughter.  I am Bu ras.

Reem: I’ve been looking for you, 
please comeback.

bu Ras: I want to, but they said never 
to comeback.

Reem: that was a long time ago, we 
really need you.

Bu ras and reem went back together 
to the souq, hussa gathered all the 
shop-owners and apologized to Bu 
ras on their behalf.

bu Ras: thank you, I dreamt all these 
years of coming back and guarding 
the souq.

Reem: thank you Bu ras, see grandma 
I told you he would come back.

By FAtImA rAShEd ABdUlrAhmAN Al-mUQAhWI

iN tHe souQ
IllUStrAtor: FAtImA mohAmEd JABEr rAShEd Al hAmElI

“They called 
him an ugly beast 

and told him 
to never come 

back to the 
souq again.”

By ANNA Koh

A long way back in history, there was 
once a female warrior named Aya in 
the Army of hans. She was more fierce, 
brave, and strong than all the other 
men in her clan. She was the co-captain 
of the army and brought victory to 
every war she fought. But the men were 
humiliated that a woman, thought of as 
an inferior being, was leading them and 
giving them orders.

 Aaron, cousin of hans, hated Aya more 
than anything. he wanted to be second 
in power to support his cousin, but 
she was the only one in the way. “men! 
gather around. how will we eliminate 
Aya? how shall we do it?” he said.

 “We don’t have to kill her. We just have 
to, you know, make her disappear. make 
hans forget who she is. make herself 
forget who she is.” the room suddenly 
filled with hundreds of men gasping 
and whispering.

 “how do you propose this be 
possible?” Aaron yelled. All the warriors 
in the room fell quiet.

“Sire. It is an easy task with the potion 
that my sister creates. It makes one 
strong memory completely disappear. 
All we need is Aya’s hair to put in the 
potion. then we can pour some of it in 
hans’ drink and the leftover in Aya’s. 
hans will forget Aya and Aya will forget 
herself. Is this not a perfect plan?” Aden 
boasted in a cocky voice. Aaron smiled 
after hearing this. Aden was a smart 
man and knew what he was doing. he 
knew this was going to work.

“When do you think is the appropriate 
time to set forth this plan?” a man in 
the crowd asked.

 “tomorrow! We shall set forth this plan 
tomorrow! tomorrow at the feast! yes, 
tomorrow indeed…” Aaron laughed out 
loud as all the men roared and cheered. 
Finally that annoying girl was going to 
be out of sight.

Everyone was drunk at the feast, either 
sleeping or singing or dancing away.  
Aya was sitting next to hans, drinking 
away to celebrate the victory of the 

previous war. Aaron and Aden looked 
at each other and decided to carry out 
their plan.

“here is the drink with the potion mixed 
in. you pour for hans and I will pour for 
Aya.” Aden told Aaron.

“Perfect,” Aaron replied.

“cousin. I would like to pour you a 
drink. you will accept yes?” Aaron 
asked.

“of course, of course my dear Aaron. 
Pour me a drink! let us celebrate!” 
hans yelled with joy.

 “And you Aya? may I pour you a 
drink?” asked Aden.

 “yes! yes! go ahead!” Aya roared with 
laughter. hans and Aya drank away the 
alcohol with the mysterious potion. 
Aaron laughed as well, excited for what 
would happen tomorrow morning.

 “Aden. I cannot thank you enough for 
what you have done. What do you ask 
of in return?”

 “Sire, I want to be third in power. your 
first supporter.”

 “Is this all you long for? that will not 
be hard. Indeed you will be my first 
supporter!”

 “may I pour you a drink sire?”

 “yes! yes you may! let’s drink away for 
our future!” Aden poured a full cup of 
the drink for Aaron. Aaron thought it 
tasted strange, but he didn’t mind for 
it was a victorious night. the feast was 
coming to an end and everyone slowly 
went back to their tents.

Aaron woke up. his head stung and 
he felt extremely dizzy. he couldn’t 
remember who he was or where he 
was. What was his name? Who was 
he? What was this place? Why was 
he stranded in a forest? All he could 
feel was a strong headache as if 
someone had hit him hard with a brick. 
“Is anyone there? Anyone? hello?” 
he shouted, hoping someone would 
answer.

The UAE Fairytales & Fables initiative was created to enrich the legacy of the 

Emirati storytelling tradition and contribute to the revival of this important 

cultural heritage within the United Arab Emirates.

For the past several years, the UAE Fairytales & Fables initiative has been 

actively working on an Emirati cultural literacy project to promote new and 

original fairytales and fables highlighting the rich culture and heritage of the 

United Arab Emirates. This collection of stories penned and illustrated by 

Emirati writers and artists re-introduce 25 cultural icons from the folkloric 

traditions of the UAE to residents of this land of many blessings and beyond.

We are delighted to share these tales that feature the storytelling tradition 

of the Emirates and key aspects of Emirati culture and heritage to a new 

generation of readers and we hope you enjoy these ancient characters from 

the past as they traverse the cultural developments of the 21st century.

tHe KaRma 
BeHiND tReacHeRY
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legal issues 
aFFectiNg tHe aRts
A seminar was organized by the AmCham Arts and Culture 
Committee on the challenges and opportunities facing 
practitioners in the arts and culture sector in the UAE. The 
seminar, held at BrandMoxie at twofour54, was led by John 
Habib, Managing Partner at Qasimi Law Partners who spoke 
about the laws governing E-Commerce, Intellectual Property 
and other related business matters.

The Tempo team asked Habib and a few members of the 
audience about their views…

John Habib
managing Partner of Qasimi law Partners

We are an Emirati-US joint venture firm here in 
the UAE. And if I was going to give any advice to 
an entrepreneur starting up with arts and culture 
space, the founding point would be to make sure 
to take your time and put your contracts in writing. 
you are going to have relationships with a lot of 
joint venture partners. maybe they will contribute 
money, maybe they will contribute strategy, 
branding… try to put it down in a one to two page 
contract that people from both sides will sign to 
avoid disputes in the future. 

Dorian Rogers
Founder, rooftop rhythms

I can’t say I have problems with the art scene 
currently. And in the UAE I think with the help of 
the Amcham media Arts and culture committee, 
a lot of entities are starting to come together. 
In the past there seemed to be a problem of the 
“disconnect” and now things have started to come 
together. I think the opportunities are endless with 
more collaboration and just building together. 

About AmCham
Amcham Abu dhabi (the trademark of the American Business group of 
Abu dhabi) is a member of the global network of American chambers 
of commerce. Amcham Abu dhabi is an independent, not-for-profit 
association comprised of Fortune 500 corporations, small and medium size 
companies and prominent business leaders and entrepreneurs.

Ahmed Shubbar 
Freelance Filmmaker

I work as a freelance production assistant. Some 
of the challenges that I find being in the arts in the 
UAE is really a result of this industry being new 
here;  there isn’t much history; it is all new terrain. 
there are a lot of opportunities, but also lots of 
challenges.  you really have to know what you want 
if you want to get the most of the arts here, and 
you must be prepared to work hard.

Meme Terem 
Adjunct Faculty, NyU New york

I am visiting Abu dhabi for a few days and I 
have to say I am very impressed by the number 
of creativity that I have seen in the city so far. I 
met with a lot of people, very progressive and 
global minded people.  I very much look forward 
to coming here more often and checking out the 
scene in Abu dhabi as it seems like it is a really 
vibrant environment.

bill bragin 
director of Arts centre, NyU Abu dhabi

there are incredible opportunities for the arts 
here in the UAE. there is a lot of creativity and 
enthusiasm. there is also I think opportunities 
to create more venues especially for developing 
artists, spaces that give people a place to play and 
play regularly so they can develop their art. [this 
also helps] their audiences develop so that you 
can have all levels of the creative economy from 
the early developing steps all the way up to the 
international stars who are already coming here on 
a regular basis. 

Kate Harris
client Project manager, British museum 

the British museum are consulting partners for 
the zayed National museum Project. the zayed 
National museum Project is part of the Saadiyat 
cultural district being developed in Abu dhabi 
on Saadiyat Island. this clearly shows that he arts 
scene in Abu dhabi is growing with the arrival of 
the great new museums: the louvre Abu dhabi, 
the guggenheim Abu dhabi is also on its way… it’s 
going to be such a vibrant space and a great thing 
for Emiratis, residents and tourists alike.

Fay Gabriel 
Writer / Freelancer

I write children books. my two titles are under 
final production right now.  I call it creative 
work. my ambition is to keep them going to 
e-commerce. my challenge is right now is to have 
copyrights sorted out. I heard about this story 
of somebody in Jordan put his name on one of 
my stories. People told me: “guess what? We 
saw your story ‘Ali and the camel’ in Jordan but 
under a different name. So the biggest issue is to 
have the copyrights secured. Secondly now we 
are in e commerce, it is important to master the 
e-commerce game in selling your product. 
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Big Data 
aNalYtics
Tamakkan organised a seminar on Big Data 
Analytics to share and simplify the science and 
mystery behind the numbers. Experts from 
US and China on analytics led the interactive 
panel discussion which helped the participants 
learn more about how data matters, how to 
analyse behaviour of the people and how to 
create “models” to predict the actions of 
target audiences. 

Below are excerpts from the experts...

Want to attend Tamakkan’s free seminars on Entrepreneurship, Leadership and Innovation? 
Email us at info@tamakkan.info or visit www.tamakkan.com

About Tamakkan
Established in June 2009 by Brandmoxie, a leading advertising and marketing 
company in the UAE, tamakkan supports the growth of SmEs and startups 
by providing access to information and networking, as well as promoting 
innovation, best practices and corporate social responsibility to corporations 
and institutions.

Kathy Ning Shen 
Associate Professor in Information Systems
University of Wollongong in dubai

the phrase “big data” probably sounds 
heavy or something immense and 
mysterious. Big data does not always 
necessarily transform into big insights. Big 
data analytics needs to actually transform 
big data into something that is swift and 
more intelligent. Big data analytics require 
teamwork and I think that is the most 
important thing for us to understand. It 
needs everyone to work together.

xitong Guo  
Full Professor of Information Systems at 
School of management 
harbin Institute of technology, china

Big data analytics to me has three layers. 
First we have big data analytics, then second 
thing is to visualise and push the analytics 
to different stake holders, and last we have 
to demonstrate the social and economic 
value of the big data analytics. overall big 
data serves to support the user’s sustainable 
behavioural change. 

Yong Chen 
Assistant Professor of Biostatistics 
University of Pennsylvania, United States

I see big data analytics as a key component 
for the following: the security of the 
data, asking the right questions and 
understanding the limitation of big data. 
After all of this is taken into account, we 
then try to apply a sensible statistical model 
to help understand and answer important 
questions in business as a means to predict 
future behaviour.



I know a good idea when I hear it. And, 
as I do on occasion, when it is pertinent 
I devote my column to it. This is the case 
with the brand new Code Z. Parents of 
teenagers, rejoice! There is an activity 
completely devoted to your kids, and no 
alcohol, drugs or smoking is permitted. 

coDe z: a HuB FoR teeNs

By hEAthEr loNg VANdEVoordE, Ph.d. | @hVdVoordE

PaReNtal guiDe

For more information, contact codez@zsc.ae.

Calling All Teens 
code z is the newest hot spot 
in Abu dhabi exclusively for 
teens! It features today’s hottest 
music, dancing and an amazing 
atmosphere.

code z is a concept created and 
owned by zayed Sports city. 
realizing that there is a lack of 
variety in the things that teens are 
doing on the weekend, they set out 
to do something different. 

code z is a club experience that has 
been made accessible to teenagers 
and they will help drive and create 
it each week. they have transformed 
the speedball area at zayed Sports 
city Paintball into a club complete 
with a stage, lights, speakers, food 
and areas for dancing and relaxing. 

there is a distinctly upcycled feel in 
the décor that is sophisticated but 
not pretentious. on one night Saif 

and Sound (radio 1 dJ) and the 
Project played music live, creating 
a party that is perfect for taking 
selfies and making new best friends. 
there is a guarantee that mum, dad, 
teachers or weird older guys won’t 
be there, letting teens relax and truly 
have fun.

the flip side of the club is that there 
is no having to convince parents 
that this is something they should 
be allowed to. having established 
a great reputation in the city and 
region, parents know that zayed 
Sports city offers safe, well managed 
activities. they have taken away any 
reason for them to worry about what 
their teens are up to.

code z happens on 8 April and every 
other Friday thereafter. It runs from 
7:30 – 11:30pm and costs dh 100 at 
the door. guests must be between 
the ages of 13-19 with Ids checked 
when necessary. 
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cHoose to Be HaPPY!

By dENISE SchNItzEr  | @dENISESchNItzEr

BeiNg HaPPY! 

Abe lincoln once said, “People are 
generally about as happy as they’re 
willing to be.” A Buddhist proverb tells 
us that pain is inevitable, but suffering 
is optional.

For me, happiness is a choice. I can 
chooSE to be happy or not happy, 
period. When things go “my way” 
I am not only happy but delighted, 
ecstatic, elated. And when things don’t 
go exactly the way I’ve planned or 
predicted, then I choose to be happy 
with the outcome; and I find ways to 
BE happy. that’s the “find the silver 
lining” gene in me. I share that as it’s a 
healthy, helpful way to live.

I see people walking around with a sad 
face. Why? What on earth does that 
accomplish? It rained and I thought, 
“cool, a new weather pattern!” People 
I passed on the street were scowling, 
rushing and generally griping about 
the rain. the way I see it, the trees and 
flowers took a drink; the atmosphere is 
cleaner; the streets got a bath; and we 
enjoyed a diverse weather hour. turn 
that frown upside down! Be happy, 
grateful and energized by the sun that 
followed the rain. People are walking 
to work in the sunshine and getting 
exercise and fresh air. For those things 
they should BE happy. the secret is to 
find good in it all!

the two factors I attribute to 
happiness are: rewarding personal 
relationships and having a gratitude 
practice. Surrounding yourself with 
optimistic, visionary friends offers 
so much in the way of council, 
enrichment, encouragement and 
peace. you can get through almost 
anything with good friends by your 
side. I share this example: I recently 
moved from a flat on the corniche 
to the center of the city. With the 
unwavering help of our friend, all of 
our clothes, books, kitchen items, and 
rugs were moved in one day (actually 
from noon till dinner time) in his truck. 
he had a smile on his face every step 
of the way. It is through his generosity 
that we moved in glitch-less. I am 
uber grateful for him and his help. 
he could have complained, groaned 
and moaned, but he didn’t: he chose 
happiness instead. he was generous 
and grateful to help.

Another example involves choosing 
a practice of gratitude. When you 
look out the window, what do you 
see? do you see buildings? the sea? 
the desert? take a closer look and 

you see whatever you choose to see. 
I see buildings now where I used to 
see the ocean. I choose happiness 
because the buildings indicate homes 
for others, businesses for the city and 
streets of progress. I choose happy 
as I experience the sunshine. this 
may sound corny and unrealistic, but 
I guarantee it helps to follow this 
philosophy rather than the opposite 
one of doom and gloom.

Newton’s third law of motion goes 
like this: “For every action there is an 
equal and opposite reaction.” I believe 
this to be true regarding happiness. 
you choose just how happy you will 
be. It really comes from within you. 
No one has the perfect day, year or 
life. But everyone chooses the level 
of happiness they have. I choose 
happiness at every minute.

Not everything is fun, chores, work and 
taxes can drag your smile south. But 
if you spin it....doing chores can make 
you happy as you end up with a clean 
house, clean clothes and a lovely yard; 
work affords you cash flow, perhaps 
travel and friends; while taxes sustain 
your local economy.

overall, choosing happiness is a 
winning way to live.

Embracing the spirit of happiness, and the importance of making happiness a 
personal choice, Tempo introduces a new column on happiness by none other 
than the ever joyful, always exuberant, Denise Schnitzer….



By dorIAN “PAUl d” rogErS | @PAUldthErIPyaRticulate caFe

PHotogRaPHY cHat witH NiKitH NatH
“I conversed over 
coffee with freelance 
photographer and 
founder of Nsquared 
Studios, Nikith Nath, 
about his love affair 
with photography…”
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dorian: Who is your favourite 
photographer? 

Nikith: Karl taylor, who through his 
tutorials, inspired me into fashion 
photography. Irene rudnyk and lindsay 
Adler for their creativity and concept. 
Pritham denzil d’Souza for his simplicity 
and humility in spite of being a 
well-known wedding and portrait 
photographer in India.

dorian: Where do you see yourself ten 
years from now? 

Nikith: my biggest dream is to be a full time 
photographer with reputed clients and 
doing what I love, with people to love and 
appreciate my works.

dorian: great talking to you. Before you go, 
can you take a picture of this check, so you 
don’t forget to pay me for the coffee later? 

Nikith: *Stares blankly* 

Connect:
Web: www.studiosnsquared.com
Facebook: www.facebook.com/
nikithphotography
Instagram: @nsquaredstudios

would say that definitely came from my 
dad. the interest grew in me first with 
the old film cameras of the 90s then the 
digicams and then the Slr. however, I 
would say december 2012 is when I really 
got introduced to photography and got the 
urge to discover more.

dorian: What happened in december 2012? 

Nikith: the entry level, canon EoS 1100d! 
my zest for photography came to me when 
my dad gifted me a digital Slr during my 
college days in december 2012. that was 
the camera that gave me a jumpstart to 
everything that has happened to me up 
until now.

dorian: that was how you got into 
photography? 

Nikith: With my canon EoS 1100d I set 
out to discover the various genres-starting 
off first with nature, landscapes and then 
moving on to portrait and doing photo-
shoots with my college seniors and juniors 
who loved to pose and being clicked, and 
that’s how it all began.

dorian: do you prefer to shoot events, 
scenic shoots, or individuals? 

Nikith: I have now specialized in fashion 
and events photography. I do fashion, 
model portfolios, designer line photo-
shoots, couple, kids and family portfolio 
for clients and also organize personal 
thematic photo-shoot sessions with my 
team which consists of a make-up artist, 

fashion designer and stylist. In events, I 
cover family celebrations, private parties, 
weddings, club parties and nightlife. the 
genres that I had chosen, allow me to put 
in my creativity and vision through photo-
shoots and portfolios and record the fun 
and memorable moments through events.

dorian: What is your dream camera? 

Nikith: technology evolves day by day but 
as of today, I would say it would be the 
canon EoS 1dx, the latest of canon cams, 
for its exceptional picture quality and 
depth of details in every shot taken.

dorian: What is your favourite event to 
shoot? 

Nikith: I have covered so many events 
until now including parties and nightlife 
but I can say without any hesitation that 
it’s the events conducted by rooftop 
rhythms are my favourite. this is 
definitely not because you’re interviewing 
me. 

[dorian slides Nikith dh 20 under the 
table]

dorian: What makes the perfect picture? 

Nikith: the perfect picture can never be 
one of those posed studio shots but is 
a perfect moment, frozen in time that is 
filled with life and emotions. this comes 
only with hard work, perseverance and 
practice. that’s your money shot.

dorian: Where is home?

Nikith: I was born in the southern state of 
India, Kerala, also known as god’s own 
country, and moved here to Abu dhabi 
when I was a year old.

dorian: So your identity has been shaped 
by the UAE?

Nikith: Being raised here has given me 
opportunities, that’s being exposed to a 
multi-national, multi-linguistic and multi-
cultural community. this has not only made 
me a friendly and sociable person but also 
a person who respects everyone regardless 
of where they are from.

dorian: how long have you been into 
photography? 

Nikith: I have had an interest in 
photography right from childhood and I 
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By mIchEllE NIcKElSoN |  co-chAIrWomAN oF WIFt, UAEFilmmaKeR’s coRNeR

Michelle: how did you come to the UAE?
Ksenia: I have been in UAE since five 
years. my first discovery of the country 
was in 2009 when I was invited to the 
country as a journalist covering the 
development of the Emirates for leading 
French media. I immediately fell in love 
with the country and its people, and was 
seduced by all the opportunities that 
UAE offers to young people. 

Michelle: how long have you been in the 
film industry? did you go to school for 
film/media?
Ksenia: I have studied theatre and 
performing arts in Paris at university and 
took some acting classes in los Angeles 
with Bernard hiller. After graduating 
with a masters in Arts, I worked at a 
press agency for two years. When I 
moved to Abu dhabi I took a 12-week 
filmmaking course at NyFA but I still 
believe that life is the best school ever. 
only experience is capable of truly 
developing skills.

Michelle: can you talk about some of the 
areas you cover in film?
Ksenia: Acting was my true calling since 
the childhood. I remember I was six 
years old when my parents brought me 
to acting classes, then Paris University, 

cours Florent and then the Acting Studio 
of Bernard hiller. Aside from acting, 
knowing writing and producing is a huge 
advantage. When you cannot find the 
perfect role, you can create one - it is 
all about taking risks and inventing your 
own success. 

As for directing, it was a natural move 
for me once I found myself in UAE. once 
I decided to make my own short films, 
I found myself in a need to learn some 
directing. later on, it became 
my profession.

Michelle: you are a passionate advocate 
of Ukrainian film. tell us about it.
Ksenia: Ukrainian cinema is very rich 
and has strong historical background 
and huge names attached to it. I would 
advise people to start from classic 
directors such as oleksandr dovzhenko, 
then to have a look at the best of 
art-house by Kira muratova. From the 
recent films check out “the tribe” by 
myroslav Slaboshpytskyi (which won 27 
prizes), “the guide” by oles Sanin (it 
was the Ukrainian entry for 87th oscars), 
and “Winter on Fire,” a monumental 
documentary about the revolution of 
dignity on Ukraine which was nominated 
for oscars.

Michelle: how is the film scene in Al Ain 
where you live?
Ksenia: A lot of drama series (mostly 
historical) are shot in Al Ain because 
of its unique cinematic landscape, 
its traditional monuments and its old 
buildings. tV series are always in big 
demand in the UAE, especially during 
the holy month of ramadan and the 
city of Al Ain is well preserved and owns 
the soul of this country, so it is a great 
location for filming. right now I am 
working on a tV series as an actress. 
the film is a modern drama, for 
Abu dhabi tV, that is set in Abu dhabi 
and Kuwait. It is so rare to get an 
English speaking part, and I hope local 
productions have more international 
content in the future.

Michelle: Who is your favourite director 
and what works of theirs have made an 
impact on you?
Ksenia: Federico Fellini and “le dolce 
Vita”. I cannot really explain why but 
generally speaking his films are full of 
human magic; something surreal and 
astonishing. Federico’s work make me 
dream. the other director who has 
had a huge impact on me is Krzysztof 
Kieslowski with his “the decalogue” 
saga. It is simply genius. 

Michelle: Everyone involved with film has 
a “dream project,” what is yours?
Ksenia: I always wondered about Eastern 
European women and their presence 
all around the world. my film will cover 
subjects such as human trafficking, 
mixed marriages, cultural acceptance, 
the role of Ukrainian women in European 
history, ottoman history, and the 
traditions of matriarchal society. this 
film is not just a “dream project,” it is 
a mission of mine to tell the stories of 
women of my country, to break the 
stereotypes and to introduce them as 
empowered and strong. 

Ukrainian filmmaker 
Ksenia Giorna is 
involved in multiple 
areas of filmmaking, 
and most recently 
worked as an actress 
in a TV drama filmed 
in the UAE. She 
has also worked in 
directing, and was 
involved with the 
Abu Dhabi Film 
Festival and the 
SANAD Film Fund. 

KseNia 
gioRNa
Ukrainian Filmmaker
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The unstoppable 
wave of women’s 
empowerment 
sprawls across 
different fields, 
especially the media 
where Emirati Afra 
Al Marar, founder of 
Toaster Productions, 
is going the extra 
mile to create quality 
content for TV, films 
and online outlets.
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TEMpO: how would you describe 
yourself?  
Afra: I always find it difficult 
answering this question. I am an 
ambitious entrepreneur in the media 
field, and I love to experience new 
and different things. 

TEMpO: has it been difficult 
overcoming stereotypes about 
women?
Afra: I don’t really see myself as 
breaking the stereotype. there are 
many Emiratis doing great work 
across different fields. my love for 
art started when I was in School. I 
went to the Al Shohub private school 
for girls and we were involved in a 
lot of extracurricular activities such 
as drama, writing, public speaking 
and painting. this made me realize 
my love storytelling and the creative 
arts.  

TEMpO: how did you get into media?
Afra: I did not know where to begin. 
I did a few internships in WWF, Abu 
dhabi media, to name a few, but 
my real opportunity came when 

I interned at twofour54 in their 
communication department. I met 
people who are passionate about the 
media, like tony orsten, Wayne Borg 
and Noura Al Kaabi. I fell in love with 
twofour54, and it was my entry into 
the media industry. 

TEMpO: how have people around 
you reacted to your success? 
Afra: I am extremely blessed 
for being surrounded by people 
who support me in my career. my 
family is always very proud of my 
accomplishments, and so are my 
friends. 

TEMpO: Are there Emirati role 
models who inspire you? 

hala Kazem is a very inspirational 
person to me. She is an artist, a 
mother, a certified NlP coach and 
practitioner. She has also established 
“A Journey to change” which aims to 
help people improve their lives. 
I admire her for her creativity.

TEMpO: What’s a typical day like 
for Afra?
Afra: my phone starts its day 
earlier than me. I wake up and have 
breakfast with my parents and then 
I go to my office at twofour54. I 
check my mail and messages, and 
write a to-do list for my team. I 
then either start working in the 
office on budgeting and/or concept 
development, or spend the day on 
a shoot. my day ends between 6pm 

and midnight. I work long days, but I 
find it very rewarding in the end.

TEMpO: What are you currently 
working on?
Afra: on the development of a seven 
season series about a small group of 
girls from the gulf. the show details 
their everyday lives, and offers a 
peak into the super exclusive reality 
of the women of our region. It’s a 
project I have been researching and 
developing for the past three years. 

TEMpO: What’s your motivational 
message for others?
Afra: challenge yourself to achieve 
more and always judge your work 
based on your previous best.

sPotligHt: 
aFRa al maRaR oF 
toasteR PRoDuctioNs 

From L-R = Shamma AlMehairbi, Afra Almarar, Nouf Mohamad

By NEIl BIE
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“I come from a Kurdish father and 
a Bulgarian mother, and grew up in 
Amsterdam. I have been performing 
since the age of five with the Kurdish 
group Awara.

“my parents divorced, in the years 
later and my grandmother would 
babysit me while she was worked 
at the cinema. I would spent days 
watching movies in the old Art deco 
70mm cinema theatre in Sofia. that 
is where my love for cinema started. 

“Back in those days people would 
dress up to go to the cinema, 
applaud when the movie starts and 
when the credits roll. All of that 
and that big screen was a magical 
experience. At home or even on our 

way back, I would reenact moments 
or scenes I saw.

“I grew up with my mum, who had 
two jobs to take care of along with 
my sister and me, so I spent a lot of 
time alone, turning our living room 
into my fantasy planet with lEgo 
and gI JoE dolls. 

“In my teenage years I dropped 
out of the “hotel management at 
the hague” after the first year to 
pursue my instinct and become a 
professional actor. Without any acting 
school or film school I applied for 
jobs and started working as an extra. 
I worked my way up to becoming 
an actor and I’ve played in award 
winning drama series and films.

soultRotteR
aND tHe aRt oF
stoRYtelliNg: 
FilmmaKeR PHilliP RacHiD 
bY ARVIN NAVARRO

Starting with nothing but the motivation 
to break the mold, Phillip Rachid 
established his alter ego-turned-
filmmaking-brand called “Soultrotter” 
to create films that reach out and speak 
to the hearts of viewers. He takes Tempo 
through the steps that made him the 
filmmaker that he is today.
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“At that time all I wanted to do 
is break the stereotypes I saw on 
tV and Film. So In 2000, my alter 
ego SoUltrottEr picked up 
a borrowed camera and taught 
myself to film. A friend of mine had 
a computer I would work and edit 
footage on in the weekend. I started 
documenting street art and culture. 
I was lucky to be able to have 
exhibitions and screenings around 
the world. 

“this slowly developed into 
writing, directing and producing 
content for tV channels, like mtV 
and VPro, a dutch children’s 
channel. Soultrotter became a 
brand that people contacted to get 
consultancy or to create content 
that taps into modern storytelling 
and communicating to youth 
through visuals.

“I went back to study writing 
and filmmaking at the dutch Film 
Institute and at the Arab Film 
studio in Abu dhabi, because I felt 
I was lacking some fundamentals in 
more serious character storytelling. 
this gave me the chance to learn, 
exchange and work with top notch 
professionals from the international 
film Industry.

“But it wasn’t until I won the 
Samsung/dubai International Film 
Festival - short film competition in 
2014 - that I began calling myself 
a filmmaker. Until then I had never 

made anything which was actually 
shown in at a A-list Film Festival.

“life is the biggest inspiration in 
the creative process and I always 
ask myself: “If you have the chance 
to share something with the world, 
what would that be?” For me it is 
about making films that leave a 
message, that make you think and 
that entertain preferably without 
being too explanatory. hopefully my 
films will last beyond my lifetime 
and my future kids can watch them 
with pride.

“Breaking stereotypes and genre 
storytelling attract me. I have 
worldly experience and vision and I 
believe that to be something that’s 
unique to my film making process. I 
hope my work contributes to the art 
of visual storytelling.

“I have been blessed with people 
who see what I am doing, believe 
in me and even support me. I now 
have the chance to show my work to 
a bigger audience and to hear their 
reaction after the movie is finished. 

“many film makers inspire me. 
there’s martin Scorsese, Akira 
Kurosawa, takeshi Kitano, Sylvester 
Stallone, Wong Kar Wei, la Nouvelle 
Vague movement, Spike lee and 
yilmaz guney, to name a few. All of 
these filmmakers made a significant 

change to the filmmaking industry 
during their generation.

“I wake up, walk and fall. I learn, get 
back up and keep walking, express, 
create and go back to sleep. like 
every artists, the beginning is hard, 
very hard and if you don’t have love, 
passion and endurance, you will 
quit.  you are alone and you will hear 
‘no’ all the time. People don’t have 
time to listen to you or watch your 
work. that can be a very difficult 
time. Keep moving forward. I ask 
myself, ‘can you live without food for 
a day, are you willing to invest your 
development in film or you would 
you rather drive a car?’ 

“Not everybody will understand 
that process, some will even judge 
you for it. Nobody sees what you 
see. Nobody feels what you feel. 
It is your job to make your vision 
come alive.”

“Not everybody will understand that process, 
some will even judge you for it. Nobody sees 
what you see. Nobody feels what you feel. It is 
your job to make your vision come alive.”

what: the Smovies 
presents: “Anyone can press 
record, but not all can tell 
a story”; An intensive film 
Workshop by Phillip rachid

when: 2nd April 2016

where: the moxiezone, 
#307, twofour54, Park 
rotana complex

Cost: AEd 300

rSVP at 
events@brandmoxie.com

Phillip: www.soultrotter.com
www.facebook.com/soultrotter
www.instagram.com/soultrotter
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aPRil Fool’s DaY!

Name: Karam Moussa
Age: 21

Nationality: UAE

Occupation: Executive media 

innovator

what is the best April fool’s prank 

that you ever played? 

Painted a bar of soap with clear nail 
polish and left it to dry. my family’s 
reaction when they used it was 
hilarious.

what is the worst prank someone 

has ever played on you?

Someone refilled my toothpaste with 
something else 

what is your plan for April fool’s 

this year?

change bathroom signs at a 
crowded place.

If you get a chance to fool a 

celebrity, who would it be and why?

trick leonardo dicaprio at the 
oscars by switching his name with 
someone else right after he thinks 
he won.

Name: Zahra Rahman
Age: 23

Nationality: Indian

Occupation: Senior project manager

what is the best April fool’s prank 

that you played?

Pretended to have burnt my 
friend’s dress

what is the worst prank someone 

has ever played on you?

one of my friends called to say my 
car was towed

what is your plan for April fool’s 

this year?

Nothing planned yet, I guess it will 
occur spontaneously

If you get a chance to fool a 

celebrity, who would it be? 

I will prank my colleague, who is an 
Instagram celebrity, that the staff 
for a big event was cancelled. Why 
would I do it? Because she is easy 
to convince.

Name: Frances Delpart
Age: 39

Nationality: South African

Occupation: Accounts Assistant

what is the best April fool’s prank 

that you played?

told my brother and sister they can’t 
have Easter eggs on Easter

what is the worst prank someone 

has ever played on you?

Someone said that my cat was run 
over by a car

what is your plan for April fool’s 

this year?

Not sure yet

Name: Sidra Hafeez
Age: 23

Nationality: pakistani

Occupation: Event coordinator

what is the best April fool’s prank 

that you played?

Feeding my brother oreo 
‘toothpaste’ cookies

what is the worst prank someone 

has ever played on you?

No one has pranked me yet

what is your plan for April fool’s 

this year?

Prank my friends with something 
unexpected

If you get a chance to fool a 

celebrity, who would it be? 

tell Jhon derulo that I am in his 
next video

Have you played a clever prank on someone? In the 
spirit of April Fool’s Day, Tempo chatted with the 
community about the art of pranking.
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calliNg out to FilmmaKeRs

use PHoNe oR cameRa

HaVe You sHot YouR
1 miNute moVie Yet?
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